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I. Introduction
1.1 Astronomy in the Far Infrared
Due to tho development of hi ;h oen,­ Itivity ,iotoctoro and advance-
ments in cryotechnfl.-I,xc-, the entire infrared , I, octral ranru h !-I., been
made acces 'siblo to astronomy within the last decade. Astronomical
observations in the far infrared (F TaR) provide iiyinortant information
for explaining fundamental questions of Astrophysics. Contributions
to an understanding of the dynamics of the galaxy are expected. Par-
ticularly on the que:^ 1 -.ion of the connection beti ,,reen the starb and the
interstellar medium (formation and destruction of stars,, star genera-
tion rate). A large fractl;)n of the cosmic objects to be investigated
are particularly suitable for observation in the, far infrared (23 0 lim
to 800 pm):
a) Cold objects (temperature several K to several 100 K) like
prostellar clouds emit the majority of radiation energy in this
spectral range.
b) The radiation emitted from hot objects (T > 1000 K) like
gas clouds and galactic nuclei at greater distances from the sun( > 1 kpc) primarily in the visible and UV spectral range is
greatly weakened by the wavelength dependent dust extinction,
whereas FIR radiation passes through.
c) In dense clouds, molecules (especially H, ) ) which cannot be
observed by radio transmission because of their small or absent
dipole moment can be detected by FIR.
After these successes of Photometry in the last decade, the high
information content of line radiation (for derivation of temperature,,
density, element frequency, degree of ionization, electron density)
has been opened up by spectroscopy. These measurements allow decisive
improvements in the model for the general interstellai ,
 medium or for
planetary mist. The low development status of IR technology (IR de-
tectors, cryotechnology) and the strong absorp t ion and emission of
water vapor in the earth's atmosphere have hindered earlier spectro-
scopic investit-ations. Through the use of IR tele3copen on balloons
or satellites, extenolve observations are posoible, wlwreby at balloon
heights (
	
{,0 km) t I i e o m il -:, ^,, _1 o n o f t I i o r e s i c I u lai I a t m o ,,, 1 1 1 i k. a r e -, ,- ` 11
Severely' reduces the sonsitivity of the measu lromont,-- i"Mothor inter-
*Nur.,ibers in t1it ,	Indicate pak,,ination -in "Oho
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f0 p lal flo in v 10 hh o tholwal, OMOSIOn of the	 •n losoopo. lowever, this
onn bo o , duot^l so :=h K; 000llnq that at watolllto Q! 11 Wes the
u
.
iynntaro o f low	 rallat ion oan to	 raT l y n1 1 112ed.	 Thus
.,
4 ,."-) h1 j ,,h	 ; k?nn! V!v4t y o f Oe A nstrumon t J o a chlovo d 	 ( the
"r:j^l nn p o w^y output	 at the ant p otov o f a !-m-tolo;ooye in on the
ronle o? 10- ; " W por spvotial line).
1.2 The Mloholoon intorforomuor Dasvd on KH.1,
As th" f1 ro t helium-n ool vd volooasr o ar swuno observations1 1-10 pvvNininr FIR o pwatroscopy, 7h e lerm%n QW-ReJ Imbor ato ry
WAL) is n ow undor c onot ruction . On pmr i nym^n! on Spacelab In in-
tonlod for 1991. Behind the 40 am toloncono (ralative opening ratio
WIN are four inutrumento for astronoLg and z-runomy. A 3CO liter
_n:z with supornooled helium is in lood thormal contact with the in-
otrumonts and telescope which is to have n temperature of v 10 K in
or2na observation.
The objective of ORL in primarily the observation of star gen-
vr%tion inglons in the fur reuches of the Milky Way and of galaxies.
TLe followinq instrumonto will be used: a IR camera, a Photometer/
Polarimorov, a Fbort-Pastia spoctromoter of moderate resolution
(whiob in to perform moasuromonts of the emissions 'oaf the earth's
atmospho pe), and aMiche can interferometer for high resolution
spectroscopy in the far infrared (Lemke of al. 1976 ). This instu-
mont is being developed at the Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics.
it is intended for spectroscopic use in the range of 20 pm - 200 pm
with a spectral resolution of (0.03/cm) on the order of the widths of
the measured lines. Figure I shows the design of the Michelson inter-
ferometer. First, the beam path of the astronomic radiation is des-
cribed. It moves through an tuning lens Into the focal plane of the
instrument. A parallel beam bundle of about 4 cm diameter is generated
by a Off-Axis-Paraboloid. This bundle is split at the beam splitter
to the two interferometer arms and the twin partial beams are reunited
after reflection from two plane mirrors at the beam splitter. (Use of A
a cube horner is discussed below.) A second parabolic mirror focuses
the beam bundle onto the detector. By using a suitable, high sepsitive
detector SEP <0 10-16 W1	 , radiation power output, of <0 10-10 W
per spectral line at an integration time of about 100 seconds can be
detected. Thus, the detection limit of the system (determined by the
interference radiation at a Etendue 2.103 cm2sr) is practically attained.
	
To adapt the beam path to the space relationships in the GIRL
	
A
cryostat, the beam is diverted several times. The partial beam of the
mobile interferometer arm 15 sent through a cube corner (three plane
mirror perpendicular to each other) which can be moved on a roll table.
In this manne p
 the cube corner can be shifted by 10 cm to achieve an
optimum path difference of L = 40 cm. The fact that tip motions of
the cube corner of about 1 degree do not result in mHadjustment of
the partial boam 1z of arrat ;iInlYinance. ''he drive of the roll
table on whloh the cube corner is found, is performed by a crankless
n	 "Phe time ohnnqe of optical pnth length is 400 Al Mee—
!"terminud Q the maximum parmlosib le oboorvation timo (mlosion re-
quirements). Thu useful opectrnl punle Ls Aoto pminel by the wave-
7 on qth dup onKnt offo otiveneze of the beam oplitter Sylar foil) and
beam splitter
P2
-LJ
P: Plane mirror
OA: Off-Axis Paraboloid
Figure 1: Beam path of the MJLChelson interferometer for GIRL
the spectral sensitivity range of the detector. Al?. components of the
inferometer are located in a high vacuum and cooled to helium tempera-
ture.
1.3 Evaluation of the Interf2r(IEEam
As is known
.
, interference between the too partial beams whose
phase difference is chan ged continually by sbiftinFC)	 , cube corner leads
to an intensity modulation at the detector. The intensity I of the
radiation or of the correspond.-Ilng detector si gnal S ao a function ofI
the optic path difference x is called the inter f ,^ro,­,ram. The ,:pectrum
of observed radiat i on (intensity B as a function of wave number ;-., )
ORIGINAL PAGE 15	
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follows, i'vo ni the I n t­, erf orogram by Fourl or t ran.c, 1,, rmat 1 on
	o *rroro ^in the srect rum	 11 ch o - ' n,	 r 1 1y oovrected
by apodl-nt1011- WA.'Aiknut this 	 i-,,o	 tho	 equa-
f^! , )n for 1. he Opectral resolution	 a fionfo. ­ 1,^	 tho, maximum
path difrorence 1, (zec :or Instance Vana-..-o , 	 _1 1 * 71
(1.2)
	
14"rom thi 'o there results for the	 lnterfo^rometer	 /5
= 0.013 cm-1.
Th4o rro-ram controlled evaluation, of the interforograin is im-
0mented by a time saving FFT Al-orithm (L.)	 o.C. Cooley-Tukey). It is
necessary to measure the interfero,7,ram values at equidistant support
points. in order not to deteriorate the resolution given by equation
1.2 in the ,z-,,Lful spectral range with the upper and lower boundary
,v,, ave, number: 
,
2 Or	 1, the support pointer 	 be valid for the
minimuri numiirl r 14O (Sampling-Theorem):
(1-3)
A deviation from the actual path differences from the support
points used to evaluate the interferogram results in errors in the
spectrum. The feed monitor system prov i des an assi-0nation between
the interferogram values and the attendant optical path differences.
It is thusof critical importance that the accuracy of measurement also
determines the quality of the spectrum.
The objective of this work was to develop a new feed monitor
system which satisfies the re( , uirements of low operating temperatures
in order to use it for the cooled Michelson interferometer on GIRL.
Its function consists in a highly accurate measurement of the distances
to the support points.
2. Principle Description of the Feed Monitor System
	
16
In this section the accuracy of feed monitoring will be derived
from the Fourier spectrum i	(Section 2.1). From this results the
necessity for an interferometer system to measure the optical path
difference (determination of position of the cube corner). The con-
ception of this system is described in detail in Section 2.2.
2.1 Derivation of Measurement Accuracy of the 'Feed MonJtor System
Initi":,,!.Iy, the relationships between the location nccur,'-Icy of
po l nt-, and the: 	 of the Fourier Spoctra will be studied.
pr-
M.
1\1
rY 
^:)rder to ,ivoid c ,'^nfuo', on, the	 -11' f,.ho radl.ation deter-
q3-'nol from	 oboorved 'obi (-Cto, J.- c,'111od tlie ina l n Iniel, foroCram below.,
Foiir l or tran,-,f,,:,rmt,!,.)n io oall(:,'d theand tho	 obt.,).'.',,,(..^d fT'OM
Fourier spectrian.
If the data on ouppol"t poll'it po.-Jitlon I,* affected by	 than
upon *,ranoformatlon we obtain an artificial noise In tho opoctrum. Pro-
ceedinq from 417ho n,asp 
of 
a periodic error In the deter-m1na l.-I.on of zup-Lj ,jt pC),_
	
,j t loll the
port   p o -1	 ^ V	 influence of a corrospondIng, random (statistic)
error i.-:r iorl vvd.
	
The	 e	 1,oadc
	
T' 0	 in 1 0 p t i 0 a I p,"'. 111'h dif'fQrelico, X1 whol- 	 11 .	 I )ut of the
(roadout position), 1 1^ 4i'er^s rmain intorferolriet'., er occurs	 onorally from
4
,,, he mea-0 gyred ;oath difference x oupport v)o:lnt;)	 is a0zlrt	 nod to
the readout value -1 upon t rano, fori, jat ion of tho Interfero..-ram S(x).
the dif Perence A x:
.,I,A " X I -	 -.
	
(2.1)
is callod the -Jupport point error. A oine -,hapod error of amplitude
"a ll and period Length P is given by:
(2.2)
and generates numerous -,host lines with wave numbers
in the Fourier spectrum in the vicinity of a genuine spectral line
(wave nu,, )ber	 For small products of wave number and error am-
plil tudlo, only tRe line pair with n = 1 is of importance. According
to Saka (1970), Parsche (1973), it posesses the relative peak height--
measured by the level of the actual spectral line:
(2-3)
. r,	 +	 land the spectral interval 	 F = - T Overall, the line spectrum
consists of line tri p letts and only the middle line is a real spectral
line.
A statistically distributed support point error can be attributed
to the periodic case through Fourier analysis (Appendix 1). Numerous
ghost lines appear in the Fourier spectrum. The
	 relative peak A'--
qradratically determined via the spectral elements--can be determined
from the standard deviation of support points o x:
i I
" r , '7', CX,	 (2.4)
They result in errors in determination of intensities of real
spectral lines. For an average peak height B they obtain a standard
deviation of line intensities:
3,	 (2-5)
Thus the Fourier spectrum is superimposed by noise which comes
into being nearly through transformation of the interferogram with
an erroneouoly measured support poInt. The SWN, ratio accordingly is
(2-6)
For the Fourier s pectra of" tl o t',TRL .1riterferometer, a SIN ratio
/7
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of loo,	 (,,lynrimic ranf"c^)• 	 lilroai ­,julrlt.lon 2.6 wo tbu,-) 	 ob-
tain the oorre0 poridin g 	o 	 accuracy wbr.-n uoint',
the maximum wav y; numh^ '^ ,­ in the i­,c?ful	 V	 = x!10 Cm-1
u m) as	 o kri o I ut I on
s -onerall y riot	 j ,,,-)n'.	 -i t;1v - i	 ^	 r M ihanl ao, I
 c I:.1i t	 4, ,104.	 1 'L L n (I L	 "Y t I I e o o
m-lo
vided hero; this	 del .-,1,-n will be	 jos, crib,", d	 1n	 I.i.i . a 1 n f; 2, ('^ c 1., 4. on.
2.2 De.-,or_1 *,tton of
rom con,,,iot-.,
ferometor and severa l 	 ­4 1itional componowY- s	 ^i­ th Of
the	 "'1130 U , -,Cd,	 a
and a radiation dotecto-v 1­0 also Installed
The pr1m.ary diff.1 .culties IM the design of tii position interfe.--
I
ometer are 'the extreme operating; 	 V,, condi t ions on "^^ i 1— (helium tempera-R- L
ture and hie, ,. vacuum). 'Por the first time, a 1, 01il um cooled semicon-
theductor diode lacer In 4  near III range will be used as a monochro-
matic ret'erence emission source. The laser beam is converted into a
parallel bundle by a suitable lens which utili: , os the primary beam
path. This reference beam generates an interf r rorvXam recorded by the
auxiliary helium cooled detector. ^imultaneouz ly, readout of the pri-
mary interferoCram by the main det ­tcr takes place. Measurement of
the optical path difference does n ,.it occur through counting off the
intensity maxima or minima in the 1. ser interfe., rogram, but through
accurate reading of the intensity profile at the appropriate detector.
Through evaluation of this position interferogram a complicated elec-
tronic system is needed whose concept and mode of operation are des-
cribed in Appendix 2. The variabla term (cosine term) SL Of the Inter-ferometer signal at thedetector output is decisive here; for constant
chronological change of optical path difference with the optical feed
velocity v, this, term has 
I 
the form:	 (2-7)
Here, So is the amplitude of the signal and VL the laser wave
number used The signal frequency
is 80 11z at the intended values (v = 1100 um/sec), the
periodicity is T= llf = 12.5 msec. Processing of the signal takes
place digitally in time increments of 7 = T/128 (integration time)
and voltage steps of u = 2.44 mV. At the extremal and zero points
of the signal SL the position electronic system gives off pulses
which trigger the rea ,"i'Out of the main interferogram.. A readout pulse
is generated at the first recognizable drop in the :signal at a rela-
tive oxtremo and for so-called zero pa,-.3age of the ri^,iial (i.e. the
si r,nal exceeds or falls below the arithmetic avera , ,c of the last max-
)e 3). The extre—Mal anel -;tiro ool nts, thus,imum and min*11,mum value, 'Firlux
mark the ideal equidi stant support point s 	 t he1.he ,,'ourler transforma-
tion.	 , 
71
. - icn a3 11 ni, all 	 romoG arid 1^,.c,, ro pa--,., 	 ,-,o ^ lbt , i In ,,I t, otal
of 14L/XT	 o,,innovt points, 4­ e. great-. r b-1 a t'aotor of nine
than n000s ^-,t,.ry	 "L. 1 io -,!-^e ct ral	 (9
/10
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Fir-ure 3: Schematic illustration of the readout of the interferometer
signal SL (t) . Integration time	 = 10-4 at T = 12. 5 cosec. Psi : arith-
metic avrage of th maximum and subsequent minimum value. 	 o
see Equation 1.3). In itself, a laser of longer wavelength could be
used to obtain a sufficient number of support points (maximal XL =
44 um), however its exact positioning can no longer be determined with
the needed accuracy.
Interference with the signal can change the readout position and /11
generate additional relative extremes which lead to false pulses.
Bestow, the deviation in pulse position from the position of the ideal
support points--local resolution of position electronic system--
caused by the positioning electronic system is studied. For an un-
disturbed interferometer signal. SL the resolution is limited by the
duration of integration time r	 For a shift Ax compared to the ideal
position we have:
'y.
A 1H
The minimum voltage recognized by the position electronic system
is u = 2.44 mv. If the signal is measured at the maximum, then the
measured value offset by r is d S = So - SL ( T ) below the ma,:imum
Val "uv Co	 .^	 iu a ..irii C.. i t"7e obt;, n for an ,; li p ude sp	 1. v a
drop of
	
.<-K ^', which is recognized. If the measurement (in
the worst case) is performed to the right and left: of the maximum (see
Fi ure 3), then the °_.ignal change is dS = 0 and the electronic system
does not react until the ne--t time lVrement. The result is an ina.ccur-
acy in the position of the pulse of - 0.02 u m at the extrl emal position.
This reaults from a s.1milar discusolon of the 	 z ,_rn pa-1s10 7,e. When
usin g the equivalent support point (extremal position or zero position)
we also obtain an avt rarre constant :shift of	 (c'xtrema)
or	 4 ~`	 4:° (zero passages), which has no ef'f'ect upon transformation
r
R
of the man 1nt,t!r,1'o-ro7,r ,i.m and .1s, thus of no importance. If the am-
plitude So drops below the	 permis,,slblo .input voltage
Umin ^ 1.9 V, then ti r.: r o cofvnition of the extroma Is delayed even
more.
^', U l 4
'. " , *'The nolse s	 -Iupermposed on t ik-! zl ,- ri	 r C^al	 in fluotuatlonc;e  in
discroot siCnal value2? 	 Corroopondln to an	
'	
tLme of
10-,14 poc) the effective noiso ban"*v;10th 1 ,.,  10	 12.	 '11h e n o 1. s e
voltage N can be estimated from the roqul rument:	 Thus, for
the minimum permissible "SIN ratio So/N In tricwe have	 /1210
tb ;*,, followin t,, equation for the minimum am11:1itudu 	 1.9 11):
This value must be mainl,ained by the detection system in order to
assure precise signal processing. By reducing the Integration time T
and a corresponding drop in the nois o level (see equation 2.9), these
siApport point errors can be reduced.
The existing position electronic system was constructed by
electricians at tb-, institute. Tests under various bou.,dary conditions
are described in Section 4.4.
3. Derivation of Requirements of the Main Components of the Feed	 /13
Monitoring System
The requirements of the most important components of the feed
monitoring system, namely the reference beam source (laser), the
assigned detector and beam splitter are derived in the following
sections.
3.1 Requirements of the Semiconductor Diode Laser
The important prLl ^.­:^rties which the diode laser used as a reference
radiation source must have, are spectral purity and wavelength constancy.
These are treated in the following sections. The radiatlon power is
important primarily in connection with the detector (see Section 3.2).
From the mission requirements there result additional secondary con-
ditions like the maintenance of a loss power of about 200 mw (with
respect to the coolant consumption). These and similar requirements
are checked experimentally in Section 4.1.
3.1.1 The Spectral Intensity Distribution
In this section we examine how deviations In the reference beam
from monochromatic radiation affect the laser interforogram and how
the position of the support points can be thereby affected. The width
of the laser Tine and additional occurring secondary lines must be con-0
sidered. The spectral properties must be brought into harmony with the
requirements presented in Section 2.
a) Effects of Line Width
The emlsZAon linos, from diode laners have Lorent ,T-],*.Ike Itne pro{' .l_
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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F,
beo,auoe of 1-li p I inc,	 ppoceo.00q, (Hompstoad Lax 1967)
me:1o)urod 10y !Iotorodyn .- pootroscopy by *111.n1floy,	 q!)(O). '1,e intorforogramof a
kiorrespon., 
I 
Hn,- Opectral line of averago frerltioney 0 1, kind 3 Ob band-
WL'dth 2f lo,:
0.1 )
and it h 	 the Vorm (Vowling 1970):
	 /14
(3.2)
^^Uywc? 1 1 	 MI 10
^. L ,	 aY	 ^ 1.nto-rfo ,.,n,-r%m 1t , oro,,j- ,	 xponon-mrllt.ude of the	 o ", L,
whloh oan ro ,-- ult In an Inhibition of	 oval,uation of the
o ,x*trei , ial po1nt t-, jj roUC l—j 4- .I)o poj,,) ..	 oltion oloctvonio
	 n orde tIr o
res t ain uli,lform aocuracy of support po.ints, ailping tho moaouroment
proceso,, a reductlon. in amplituclo frail U o = 5V to a value below
T1,
	 0 hould.n ,-, jj	 1.9 V (ooe '1300-t , on 0 .2) r	 loo provpter .
	
1	 5	 Fov ta typical
1/cm a retreat of the am-J, no width o,'.' the xis diode 1-aoer of 	 3.1.0
rl ,itudo to 1 1.6 V to expocted and thl o  has no effect on the location
rosolut. lol l .
The c-1 pollontial bohavior of the onvejopcs of I(x) leads to an
%dAALtlonal affoot on lz c,a7. re.o olution as a result 6 the shift in
ox* roi ,ial 1 ,o^:,Itlon. By Differentiation of equation 3.2 we obtain the
condition for the y
 new extremal position x1
7T
	
(3-3)
Prom this results the constant shift Ax of the extremal position
compared to the values of the ideal case,
	 as:
(3.4)	 /15
The zero positions cf the top interfero L-,ram (Equation 3.2) are
not shifted, however the arithmotic avorage from maximum value and
subsequent minimum value are different from zero. This also leads
to a shift in zero passages of (Appendix 3):
(3-5)
This shift in support points compared to the ideal positions
for monochromatic radiation (equation 3. 4, 3.5) is proportional tothe line width
	 For typical line widths the support point error is
only a few 10- t um, so that these offocts are of no pract
i
cal sig-
nificance.
b) Effects of S'econdary Lines
Diode lal-lors c , onorally	 radiation at several frequencies.,
thop, '1.,(,,rr j i k o ci f -t s condarly lll nc-: 11.n addition to 'lit , Til,li powrer pri-
mary line is normal. P"Mr! th- ro n ults toovere dif."orunce.-I In the
lLa.3er interft", voilram wh O 0, () f f	 11 Q10 0,1,11 1 POrt po l  nt po.-vIA-1-on may
V	 111-1	 tilly the O"a^,"o oi^ <;a'.1 'iddltional 11no (w!
	 Nivc,1(,w1-,th ,A
10
j
VL
Figure 11: Graphic illustration of a laser lipe	 and its inter-
ferograph I(x). Typical values are (= 3.10 -	 optical path
difference x 
0 = 3.7 m.
interferogram amplitude Sl) beside the primary line (wavelength XL,
amplitude SO ) will be considered by neglecting the line widths. Theto
attendant interferometer signal is obtained in a similar manner by
superposition of the individual signals 	 Xo = ,
an d	 U D"X	 as:N.
	
X 	 r 	 ^ ^ri X	 IT 
^N' X
	 (3.6)
Figure 5 is an illustration of the appropriate example. The
zero posit ions and extrema of S are shifted compared to the ideal sup-
port points of the unaffected signal SL- Calculation of the shift
for the zero positions (see Appendix 4) gives approximately the fol-
lowing equation for small amplitude ratios Sl/So with
4\ 10 X
r	 (3-7)
We are dealing here with a periodic error of amplitude 	 /16
For more intense secondary lines, deviations from the sinusoidal form
appear,, whereby the location dependence is now vary complicated arid
k'for the ampli t ude we have (Appendix 11):
(3.9)
Ik
a 1
Figure 5: Example for interferograph S of twin emission lines caused
by superimposition of the individual interferor,raph SL and SN:
So = 1,
	
L = 1500/cm, Sl = 0.5), ( "N = 1700/cm) (equation 3.6).
The perpendicular lines mark the ideal positions of the zero points
given by the undisturbed signal SL.
To investigate the shifts of the extremal positions and of the
zero passages and to consider the effects of several lines, numeric
calculations are used (%Tilczek 1979). It turns out that the distance
of the laser lines has a minor influence on the support point posi-
tion.	 For typical line separations (ca. 2/cm, see Section 11.1.2),
this effect is hardly noticed. The numerically determined support
point errors (deviations of extrema and zero passages) agree in the
case of a secondary line with the analytically determined errors of
zero points. The presence of several secondary lines leads to larger
support point errors. The sinusoidal errors of each secondary line
	 /17
are superimposed on each other whereby--regardless of the number of
lines--an approximately linear relation exists betweon the maximum
error	 g
	
and the total intensity of the secondary lines. Fib
	 6
shows the dependence o f
 the error amplitude on the intensity ratio
SJ/30
 of the secondary and primary line usln,- the example of one and
three secondary linej ftor v  = 2000/cm. The Oe-riodlc support point
error of a -5---l oondary lino generates I.,Lne	 in 4i io Four or
spectrum durini r, a Fourier transformation. Fo y the rcj,aAive ' (,Vel of
whost lines .*,Lri tho vi.nc .'.nity of tho spectral f
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Figure 6: Amplitude of the support point error as a function of the
behavior of the Intensity of a secon," , ry line S I and the intensity S0
of the primary line. Plotted curve-, analytically determined relation
for the zero points of a secondary line (equation .3.8). Points: nul-rier-
ically determined error amplitude of the zero transits.
'j for a secondary line
A for three secondary lines of the same intensity
measurement (wave number VF ) , from equations 2.3 and 3 .8 we obtainthe following equation for small intensity ratios 81/'So:
?	 (3-9)	 /18
The pair of ohost lines _accompanying each spectral 1.1ne ijay not
exceed a relative peak of 10 2 In the GIFL intorforomotor in order
not to dotorlorato the quality of the spectruzm. For the Q^azse of a
secondary 11ne from	 3.9 wo obta lin tho -,,,,ax1,,,,iuI1i periiil^7,s,iblo
J,y	 C) f.1 4- y	 u 'I) ^^ 1 -1 t i i t i . n,-,	 and
	 :^O, 0 'em a- Fintens, .	 ; )^ T il	 C III ^%
the priml,iry line IiitoniAty. 'By	 of itic oul-port point
Perror 
upon tho oocuvronce of oevoval socondary 11n(-,,, , an - qpI,Ox1ma!,.(,.!y
linear relation,,.hip t^x**L-sts between the Intenz,-. 1-ty of tho	 11n(.,-
in the Foui l "I .Or opoctvum and thc' aotal Inton.,t -1.11 ,1- :^r lho
in t. 1i o I as e r o. t 111h	 TYi o-, , as, an upper I . I iyil f . 0f tot,-,l I kl ntens sty
w
(It .	 1re:,nen" ocn o oquontly fol-a frn, , LJ^jne aL*.o h ave
	
This roflu
1 , -) ,v: 's , r	 I o n t , I ' r, 1 1 	 1 : i x I m i i m v , i l i i e () f t I i	 0ur—ort po!nt (!rror
0 1" 0.^G om wh liel,,	 ,"rom tlio 11m.1tat, lon of the	 line
peak (oixat ion ; . "11) - '."ho c0upport point orror	 here IS
to tho l,1, rQ, Qr wavc'lon€"th (oju,1,L1'..1c)n	 'I"ll 01 ,U fore
" i,	 ninrhe lntuno.1 t lo o^• of the ilioot	 n(
	
Un, can be roduce ..	 hortc,
V, whereby "I ot­,s r".	 requiromento, ro-3ult, flor 1 ho 'I 
,
evel of the
sr., e6ndary liners
" 1 4 1 ' 11 1,	 :, ^ f^i iz, ,^ 	a­ ;p	 i uJ c s c a us, 0 d b yd tlo t. h-2 11 ilt at i on s a
tho 1 ,erlodlc fluctu-
	
4- ! on o2 ect rkon:! c	 i	 V
a lL1,on 11.n 4'.1io, lntorfere r-ram amplitude L; 1- ,port,ant (Figure 5	 A
w-cCondav 4t', 1L.Yie with the, maxtmum	 ' l i.i, ono.I ty (25)lc^ads
U) '1 1 " "M,,)1itude fluctuzation of between P7,M , tnd	 of the maximum
am-l lltudo S0 +33. , the came Is true for o(.veral ,, ocondary lines. Thus,
fo - o n"-;', -n-1, alIgnment of the si,;nal to tl­io input o f the position
Qlu­_, trnn.c "" It', r ztem,the amplitude valuL-3 thus lie between 5V and
T
 Indor cons 
I 
derat ion of the roduction caul-od by line width,
tho minimum amplitude is about 3.%S)V, which :ilearly lies above the
lim-111- of 1.(9V. The roquirod intensity relationships in Lhe
la., _, er .-Ipectrum comae ,.,ut^ntly do not result in add-ItIonal reduction in
,,,uTriort point accuracy as a result of the behavior of the signal am-
pl..*^t,.udo, Co that the named requirements for the exIstance of a use-
ful laser interferogram are guaranteed.
3.1.2 Constancy of Wavelengths	 /19
In the determination of the separation of the ideal support
points, the wavelengths of the reference beam are important. Fluc-
tuations in the wavelengths during recording of the main interfero-
gram invalidate the feed monitoring system. For diode lasers,
changes in wavelength come into being primaril ly through fluctuations
in the bath temperature. With changing wavelengths XL, the opticalpath difference differs from the ideal v ndue xn for the same number
of transitive support points (n). If we consider the slow drift in
wavelength XL proportional with time, then this can be described as
a function of the optical path difference x for constant feed velocity:
(3.10)
(c = const.). From the positions of the new support points xnf:
n'' k , X
'f
there follows, by application of equation 3.10, the chank;p d maximum
op
t
ic p ath ilff'oronce T I with n = 'total number of support points
N (N	 20C)00, soe Section 2.4 ) as
IWith tho 'vequ,irement 1,11t.it those actual trans itod path differences
(Uffor fvol­ 	 %Y,iluo T, only b, ono-tenth of 11, ­ sllpp^)rt point
14
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(3.13)
separation (X / 1 10 ) :	 I'A ,T., %,a r.^	 >;
`4 
there results the lmalxImtim perm0, ,:ible Ohl ft In
	 xIj;th:
With t11Q named vQ41acs, the requirt^mont, of 	 fluctuation
(during oboor ation is ti. us	 [/	 , .. Iry")^" I.' 	 ;^ 1. ^1i1cS^ ^y.h-l'y t't /°{ of /^ adiode laze.- by 0 •2, ci;,nt do7,ree ^30C Section `t • t ^ ^ rG 4+ A^ly^t [J ({t ^,Vn 13 ^'
the ba ;h temperature at 3 . 10-• K is thus ncce os4 ar ^ .
3.2 Roquiroment ,,  of the "M :Detector
The important parameters of a IR detector are spectral uen:^itiv'^t:y
range, detoctivity and time contitance. The sons.it'ivit,y range is ad-
justed here to the wavelength of the reference radiation (ca. 5
The requirements of time constance (speed) of the used detectors
are determined by the permissible phase shift between incident ra-
diation signal and detector output signal. The requirements of
det-ectivity are specified by the SIN ratio which Is needed to de-
termine the readout points. These relationships are discussed below.
3.2.1 Petectivity
In section 2.2 we were able to determine that to achieve a read-
out accuracy of 4,%x = v-, (or 2vz ) at the support p6ints, the SIN
ratio must be ,800 (see Section 4.4). The size of interferometer
signal is determined by the power output P in the reference beam,
the optical properties of the beam splitter and 'the other optical
components as well as by the response capability R (responsivity)
of the detector. The responsivity is defined as the quotient of
the electrical signal S at the detector output and the incident radi-
ation signal P which generates the output signal:
S
R = P
Under the assumption of complete reflection at the mirrors of
the interferometer and a loss-free imaging of the interferometer beam
on the detector, for the amplitude So of the interferometer signal
(So = S/2) we have:
(3.14)
The factors Ro and t denote reflection and transmission of the
beam -,plitter, the so-c.alTed effectiveness 11roto is gc,i7E rally { 0. 8
for the beam splatter foils used. This signal contains noise compo-
nents generated by the photon noise of the background radiation and
by internal detector effects (Hudson, Hudson 1 )). T f the total
observed noise voltage 1^0 N at ra measured bandwidth d f', then the
noise voltage .otandarized to a 1 Hz bandwidth i a c alcu.l.atod as:
--	 (3•l^)
/00
i2 1
R,,-
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-
I`i'h+:	 a l valont powor (MI"J11 ) As deg f -Inod 'Is t,hktt; incident
radii' :i Ca:l r	 v;h i ch one rates an output sl^;nn1 equal to the effec-
..	 a	 ^^	 ran ivit y!,,ti, e ot * `,11t de,.tf.,e4 (j	 noise v^ l ^ t il s., l? 	n e'^t	 „i.1iC' 11 "+'la:+i1	 r
and ine ao u , od h itidw i dth of 1 Iiz t
(3.16)
For a E:,:i ve;n silI final to noise ratio So/11and	 radi-
a',-,ion Power P wej can calculate the NEP nf.c ded P r tho experiment
from equations , ,14 to 3.16. 
(3-17)
According to the definition, the dete>ctiv;.ty D is the inverse
value of the NEP. (The most often given characteristic quantity
* is the quantity D standarized to the unit surface of the detector
clement.) F'or an anticipated omiz-"ion r c)wer in the reference beam
of 10 u W and a beam splitter E:efficiency of 0.8, a SIN ratio of
800 can be achieved for an amplitificat.on bandwidth of 10,000 Hz
by a detector ;.ho^e NEP is 5 . 10 -11	 maximum. Signal losses
and non-optimum tuning of beam splitter efficiency require a approx-
imate 5 to 10 fold greater, minimum detectivity in practical cases.
Thus, for the ;interferometer a high sensitivity det*eetor is needed
whose output signal is tuned by an amplifier to the amplitude re-
qurements of the input of the position electronic system. The con-
tribution of the amplifier to the total noise voltage must not
notably reduce the required input S/N ratio of > 800.
3.2.2 Time Constance
The time constance of the detector significantly determines how
accurately the voltage profile at the output will reproduce the actual
intensity profile at the detector element 	 This quantity is
called the response time. It is the time difference between the
switch-off time of an incident radiation signal and the drop in
voltage signal S to S-exp(-1.). The response time, of the positioning
electronic system (integration time) is 	 -'.,.	 For the
known values
	 _^.7 _	 "	 { "	 we obtain T'P = 10 - s . As
a chronological resoiution of the curve at the detector, a value
smaller by a factor of 10 than the resolution time of the position
electronic system is desireable. The desired response time of the
detector 7D is thus 10 ;>,sec and causes a constant shift between
beam and voltage signal of 	 a.,,; . ,r, m_ = ^ .Cr y+	 . This constant
phase shift of the curve or of the readour pui-ncs causes a change in
the transformed spectrum. The curve profile should be resolved by
the detector with this accuracy so that the support point errors
are caused only by the position electronic system. IR detectors with
response times of less than 10 zec are thereforesuitable for the
feed monitl rin[; system.
3. 3 Recluiremeants of the Beam Spli tter
For 11-he Michelson intorferometer presently under conotruction,
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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thin mylar foll.,', (1RT fl-ill) are provtdod far u 	 as beam „pllttcrs.
Because of their low ab e.­' : .­ptd,on	 In the far infrared, they are
	
4, 
- h^	 ore,!Im 	 th( y oan be ulo e^ ,.l ven with the laserquite suitable and f,i" 41	 I
1 1 - V 1'l 4, 4 , 1reference wavelerij- 4, . V ^	 :s, ­Ivall.ible about
their low tompvratur ,^ btA , %­Vlor. "'ho rolatlonc,	 below will
permit optimization 0-11 411 e bea.­,i
1The boam -, 11-1 t t err	 the Tlvll 0	 4 'he1
incident beam bundle (amplitude A l ) into a	 (nmpllt"u*de Ar)
and a transmitted (a.mplltude At) bundle. If	 the ab,, oration,
at the detector (after a tranomico,0. Ion and re f 1 4, ...) we obtain a
bundle of ampli t ude E, for constructed lnterferQncEy:
	
E = 2	
A 
r 
At
A
The effectiveness of the beam splitter is defined as the fraction
of incident intensity which reaches the det l^ctor, thin we obtain the
following equation with ro	 (ArAi)" and to
	
4 r
	
(3 - 18)
The maximum value e	 1 is obtained for ro	 t o	 0.5. With
dielectric beam splitter foils, numerous paral l el transmitted and
reflected wave trains originate through multiple partial reflection
of the beam spreading out in the foils; the^ , e wave trains interfere
with each other (Figure 7). Below, we derive ro and to as a function
of phase difference of neighboring beams and under consideration of
absorption in the medium. The reflection coefficients rp and rs for
a reflection of parallel or perpendicular polarized radiation at a
surface of the dielectric satisfy the Fresnel equations (Born, Wolf
1959):
r
01'
where the angle of incidence is designated as 8, the refractive angle,Z)
as 81 . The corresponding transmission coefficients tp and is supple-
ment, rp or rs t o form one. For unpolarized radiation the reflection	 12LI
coefficient r and transmission coefficient t are:
rs
The phase difference of neighboring beams i s (see Figure 7):
, r. , S 0 1	 .
	
n - 1^ • ,, 	 (3-19)
By absorption in t h e beam splitter the intensit LY, o  the beam is
reduced for one transit. of the foil by the fraction "a" of the initial
intensity.
17
iI
7: Illustration of the split, of an incident beam (incident
ar. "e 9) at the surface of the beam splitter (refractive index n,
refractive angle G.,, thickness d). R: fraction of the power reflected
a-- a ,	
-
.	 surface. at e : fraction of transmitted power for double surface
transmission and absorption losses.
I
e
2	 3	 4 dfPM) 5
Figure 8: Dependence of effectiveness on foil thickness while keeping
the wavelength constant	 flm with and without absorption
(typical absorption coefficient -P,
Ftere, , is the lee th absorption coefficient .
r5,	 umm^zt.i^n over t:1-.c^ intrx^f'et^i.n 	 bcarns tYi	 ;':^''^'rt?rit, of the
t -_J-al ro.floct l:on ro and total tranR ml scion to can be 1 'W.-;a1n(A (Naylor
Ot 111 177).
from equation 3.18 we obtain the fol ln,•rtn,; 4xpresti:,ion of
	 /25
the efficiency of the beam splitter:
for negligible absorption (a
	 1)
(3.21)
By meanq of the given formulas the characteristics of the beam
splitter are now determined. The material constants of mylar are
n o ,.,,, :
Refractive index: r;
	 W: at	 »#"; (Du Pont)
. "
	 for	 M>	 ;
(Smith, Loewenstein 1975)
Absorption coefficient: 	 x	 ` 	 , fin-, at	 ,.L - 5 ^u ri.
(Du Pont)
For specified wavelengths Figure 8 shows the influence of absorp-
tion: the efficiency drops increasingly with increasing foil thickness
compared to the values without absorption, the periodicity of the curve
profile e(d) is retained however.
The decisive modulation of the efficiency comes into being through
the term cos e (periodicity). The wavelengths for radiation on opti-
mum foil densities (maximum efficiency) are obtained from cos 6= -1
	
/26
as (see Equation 3.19),
 
(3. 22)
The best spectral ranges for mylar foils of various thickness
can be seen in Figure 9. For the GIRL Michelson interferometer sever-
al foils with different windows in the far infrared range can be
used. For instance, a mylar beam splitter 6 :1m th:i.ck is suitable
for a reference wavelength of 5 r;m and an astrono ri.c useful spectral
range of about 25
	 75 %m.
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d wavelonCth for maximum
0 max (dashed lines).
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be,nt spectral range of
is not constant on the
with increasing thick-
Figure 9: Relation between foil thickness an
effectiveness e max (solid lines) and at 0.66
Values of refractive index UE, ed:X ^ 20, Am. n
n = 1.71. The horizontal bars illustrate the
a foil of 6 # m thickness. The effectiveness
straight lines since the absorption increases
ness and also depends on the wavelength.
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Figure 10: Relation between the effectivene.-;,t'-' and wavy 1(, u,-..
* t
­ h using,
the example of the 6 gm-foil vitthout regard to ntbz^^rpt*Lon. Tj r, P -o r Curve
light polarized perp oi)dl iicular to the incident pi ant­ ower vurve: non-
polari2od liol-it.
li'lor a ­)JI d	 ,,.i thick, the beam	 ef"Icloncy according
Cale
on	
, 11 1. ,, 41- 0 	 Vor variously pol r vi^,,od 117ht is	 ed and Illus-
+ 	 *0 b" nQ;es1n 	 11 d
	
ab.-.or it: lon. 	 1 1, o r	 polarized
perpendloular to the Inc1dent p1nne ., -.he eff'fl.c1tnicy vt l tat^­O ,.ire maximum;
V	 of the Ourvo tho Ideal vailue c	 1.	 apr,., -Oximately	 /27
y 4, ile 1%) 	 4, y,^I( officoncyr oa c h e -1 -	 vr.-Ilult of abo orp t lt )n	 U	 A	 ;
,^,a	
I, U	 '21jUeS 4110	 a],.! 11h , ^n the c	 "I V ^4
- ant o p o ct r4 	,l ranru , ,nl ,,, o -,, u I t ,n	 o ff rocts whoze_n t h e 'Almp o rt,	
a proximat o	 o can be, read off from irru-o	 ca,- ^,_i 	 6 P m^ .-1-1
4. Experlment.r)l audios on the Nlaln	 rf the Feed Monitoring
e m
14. 2  The O)emi conductor Diode Laser
4.1	 r I r I ncle of the Diode Laser	 44..rry
A seniconductor d:,.ode laser .10 a radiation emitting semiconductor
diode which is a Fabry-Ferot-Resonator (Fi-ure 11). Pumping the laser
tal.es i"llace through injection of electrons and deficit electrons in
-1;he recombination rogion at the p-n-tran.-Jlt i on.	 Through application
of an oXternal vo. . , .r_e In the transit direction of the diode, electrons
and defici t electrons are injected into the conductdnce band or valence
band of ttiis active zone (Figure 12), where they recombine under the
emission of a light quantum  photon). The resonator axis runs parallel /29
to the space charging zone since the absorption losses are smallest
there. Diode lasers poses a continuum of population inverted states
which 'Leads to simultaneous amplification of several resonator modes.
In general, the laser therefore emits a line spectrum; the line widths
are determined by effects of spontaneous emission and environmental
influences. The population of high energy levels upon increasing the
supply voltage leads to a shift in intensity to resonator modes of
shorter wavelength (mode hopping), the temperature increase through
the Joule peak connected with diode current causes a change in the re-
fractive index and thus a spectral shift of modes (continuously tunable).
Constant laser temperatures and currents are therefore the prerequisites
for constant emission characteristics. In diode lasers, besides the
axis parallel modes ., standing waves are also amplified with non-axis
parallel propagation direction. Therefore, the emission of several
beam bundles is normal, whose divergence is determin-,-1,.14 by diffraction
effects upon exit from the very s ! iill emitting surface. This results	 A
in large openings of the laser beam bundle (typical opening angle 30degrees). The power output of the different diode lasers lies roughly
in the range between microwatt and milliwatt and can be varied along
this range by the diode current. Detailed discuss 4 ons of semiconductor
lasers and of the other semiconductors are found f, Instance in
Nathan 1966, Rieck 1968 or Kressel 1971.
Measurements were performed on three laser diodes. Among them were
two lead salt- diodes (AEG-Telefunken, Frankfurt, Company, f4aterial
Pb S,	 11_ xSex %=I, - 1 1, Nr- DH '-")g 811-A Laser An 	 , Company Inc.
Be dfor d USA, Mod. &SX, 2 0, ^.Tr.1	 8" 2-1), whose speci—P icationa given^iv  by
the manufacturr r indicated their u,-, ,:, as reference emil.."Slon oources.
'Vve are lAea11,n^,, with lfa,,-,c-r diodes, w1th a w avelom--th ncl•nr 5 	11 m which
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transistion
conduction nand
n
r- region region I
vesonator axij
trnn..
active.
pplit eiid surfaeo
p 4	 11 .1 '! )
" 1: Schopwa l-ic illustration of t he	 Cdo.	 e resonatorI igure 1.	 V	 Ih
axis 11oz  in the p-n-transistion, thr	 cavity is bounded by
two cry:l-Ital surfaces formed by zplittlni^ at 1.'^arallel ,rid planes.
Figure 12: Band model sketch of a laser diode (a) without external
potential., (b) with applied supply voltage U. B9 :
 
band edge separa-
Lion between conduction and valence band. Fri F 
p 
quasi-fermi poten-
tials of the n- and p-zone. Populated levels are shown by slash marks.
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can only 1,,e	 holow ^OK.	 .{.n riddItion, a
Ga 1'lAs-Dio de w.i.,	 I t	 a	 of about I )4m
(AEO­Telefunkon,	 '7 119 1'1 ,."J	 TIV, I.; normally 1eo,,'.,-ned
for Op C r%4,J C ,, It
V	 11	 In e ra 1; 11	 Irlt •'%n 'I'll.."'.) "'o, 11:od '`it low tr;mper-
atureo. All Audlo2l o	 _t a tompera-
ture of boiling nitro en (17 l;) ov hcllam	 7) .
f	
-In the following -Wectiono tli e 	 "­­u deocrlbed,	 /30
- o dc^termlne tho-Ir ut:111tythes e are needod 4V 	 .'ki v umi -^, 0 1 on
scurce in the feed n . ,iitorincr system. The'	 of diodes takes,
place with a direct Q;zrront unit de--i;,ned	 for thlo,
(Laser control unit, Fa. Arthur D. Little,	 71:"A). '"he diode
current is kept oonstant by this unit to an ac,'uracy of 10- 4 A,
whereby a current stabilized laser operation I-, guaranteod-
4..1.2 3tudy of the Spectral Intenzity	 00	 _^I?iotribution
The spectral intensity distribution was decisive for the use of
the diode laser in the feed monitoring system. The corresponding
requirement has been derived in Section 0 .1.1. By recording., 	r
	
_J	 ., of spect ra
the laser emission is studied. r.11he objective of the measurements was
to find a workingI	 , poin t (diode current) of the laser diode so that
the total intensity of the secondary lines amounts to no more than
8% of the intensity of the main line. To study the spectral Inten-
sity distribution, a Monochromator (Mod. 218, McPher.-Pon Instrument
Corp., Acton, USA) was used. This instrument achieves a spectral
resolution of 0.8/cm at a wavelength of 1 um with appropriate grid(1200 lines/mm); at 5 pm with appropriate grid (75 lines/mm), the
resolution is 0.4/cm. Therefore, with this unit we . can^ot check
whether the line widtYsof the laser are less than 3 . 10- 
'
,'cm and
consequently, the modulation of the interferogram Is influenced only
to the minor extent desired (see Section 3.1.1, Equation -J,.2). The
test setup of this experiment is shown by Figure 13; the schematic
setup with beam path is seen in Figure 14. As a result of the inlet
crevice of the monochromator and after splitting into several orders
(5 for visible light), only an extremely small fraction of the beam
power of the divergent bundle reaches the outlet crevice. These in-
tensities are too weak to generate a useful SIN ratio with existing
IR detectors (see Chapter 4.2). Therefore it is necessary to focus
the beam bundle onto the inlet crevice, whereby the divergence of the
bundle in the monochromator must be kept small. Antireflection coated
Germanium lens are used for this. Thus, the power output at the detector
can be increased over the system without collimation by about two
orders of magnitude. Through the use of a lock-in amplifier (Mod.
	 /31
Dynatrac _`Z,, Fa. Ithaco, Ithaca, USA), it is possible to record useful
spectra at laser power outputs of a few aW, in spite of the still
considerable interference noise. behind the outlet crevice
.
, the
radiation is recorded by the Golay detector (model !R50, Cathodeon
Company) or by a photovotaic InSb detector made by Barnes Company
A short description of these detectors is found in Section L1.2.
The voltage si-nal delivered by the detector comes into bein g;0 g, through
the periodic alternation between l aser emission and lnhcrent emission
of the chopper--whereas the laser beam is covered. Thi-s alternating
	
.4	 ­ _
current signal is amplified by a. preamp which is adaptod to the
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Figure 13: Test setup for spectral study of the laser beam
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Figure 14: Sketch of the test setup with beam path.
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Figure 15: Block diagram 'to record the laser spentra
partioular detector, and by the lock-in analy^ np r. The d.c. signal
at the output of the lock-in amplifier is recorded by a printer.
Pi,,, laserure 15 shows the block diagram of the test. Nuinorous l
spectra wore taken; the change in spectral abaractori c.1tics wa^ tracked
,r.ifter systomatic variation of tho diode vi arrent. The Important proper-
ties of the spectra foi l
 diff"event diode currents, (arnont ,l thrum also the
working polnt) are sui-amari.­ od In the tublo -Iven bc:lnw.
Tho co vroo pond1 ne: spocltra art- shown In
	 16, 1? and 18.
Tho typi(lil mode sopai. lation of' t 1f io load salt dio&­o ! ,^t	 A
ii i table working polnt oould ony bo found foil tho load	 diodes.
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Figure 16: Spectra of the CaAlAs-Laser at 77 K and a diode current of
80 mA	 (a) or 150 mA (b)
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Figure 18:	 Spectra of ;;he 11. 11- ,Lan-salt laser at ^ 1{ , yjd diode cul:,pollt"
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ing test setup near
be operated at 77 K. Attempts to test the laser at a bath temperature
of 4 K (GIRL conditions) failed. With decreasing operating temperature,
the Ohm resistance of the diode increased quickly (to more than 20 k 2),
so that at helium temperature, the threshhold for laser activity could
not be exceeded with the permissible bias. The spectra have several
modes of comparable intensity with a typical, schmetri.c envelope(Figure 16) . With increasing diode current the number of excited
modes increases. For these reasons, the laser is unsuitable for the
intended feed monitoring system. A useful ratio of line intensities
of main and secondary lines is found for the two 5 m diodes. The
working point of the 5.2 j,m laser lies near the threshhold for Laser
activity at ca. 0.9 A, for higher currents other modes can be added
(Figure 17). These spectra posess an irregular structure. The work-
ing point of -the L{ . 4 r , m diode lies in the middle of the range of
laser activity, namely, between 1.128 A and 1.135 A, at higher and
lower currents spectra with stronger secondary lines are obtained.
Nf:?ar the threshhold for laser activity (diode current ca. 90 mA) 	 /36
the spectra cannot be reproduced after intermediate heating of the
laser to room temperature and subsequent recooling (F! ure 18a, b) .
Noces ary chant-es in the test setup resulted in a :,,hift in the working
point to 0. 01,59 A (F -ure 18e). The working point: of the diodes were
also sli-fitly affected by the temperature cy :les . 'these t: f fects are
~tressed ;i.n they following section.
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WIth repeated rocording, of the olpectra of tho :;.4 ,m diode, the
w ,orl,,ing, point was tracked during operation and
	 ooveral temper-
ature cycles (Figure 19). The measurement polnts eore taken after
cooling 1n l iquid helium; between the	 the llasvr was
brought to room temperature. 
With 
1.:he excortlnn of the shifts due
,;o 
--hanf-ecs In test setup near the diodo 	 the heat con-
tact), the working point behaves generally stationary. The shifts
in the diode current after a temperature cycle are less than 10 mA,
that of the wavelength is less than 2 nm. While the diode was at
operating temperature, maintained by the cold bath, no changes were
measured. Fluctuations in wavelength could thus be estimated at
maximum 5 A . The favorable boundary conditions on GIRL permit a
stable operation of the laser, so that maintenance of required wave-
length consistancy (Section 3.1.2) can be expected. After imple-
mentation of the changes, the working point had to 'Oe redetermined.
Figure 19: Diode current I and wavelength A L at the working point
over several temperature cycles.
External intervention
/37
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4.1.4 Moa ,,uromorit of .­Titial Intensity Distribution
Diode lasers, ,	 In c n.to.rast, 'ro standard lasor^-> ,	 pose.-Ito a divergent
beam bundle which cumr.,o, ' 
1 " 
nto bo.],ng through transvorsal modes	 (Paoli
et al.	 1969)	 and by d-4 ffl ,act-'.Ion oxoanslon at tl , o	 vory ­.Rliall emitting
surfaces.	 In the position 1ntcrt',_; ,roMo 1V­ er,	 a	 la.-or bearr, bun-
dle is needed as	 a reforonce, ; Its dia.m- 41;c-r 1.^	 11 ­1 15_­ d ti') ab o ut	 3 mm,
thus the croos-s(,^ction of the main beam bun(llc. Cann ,)t bo reduced
very much.	 For collimation of the beam bund.11 c, *,,.'n optic lens is
needed and the opening an-le of the beam,	 cone, ,)f ­ ,ay,-. r,.u,-Jt be deter-?	 t.	 lymined in order to desic-,n this lens. 	 For this pura030, an i-.oDhoton
map of the intensities was prepared in the dive-rgent bundle by means
of a raster scanning method. 	 As detector, we used a Golay cell with
preset perforat ed
 appert ure (diameter: 2 mm).	 As a separation for
the raster points, 2 Trmi was selected.	 At a diztance of the appor-
ture from the laser of betweei, 7 and 11 cm--corresponding to an
angular resolution of 1.0 degrees to 1.6 degrees--the majority of
the bundle was detected at the maximum extent of the raster of
30 mm.	 Only the intensity attenuation at edge zones is	 ignored in
this measurement.	 Under the given geometric conditions, projection
effects due to oblique incidence onto the perforated apperture 	 can
be neglected.	 To separate the laser from the background signal, the
laser beam is internally modulated by feed of a rectangular current.
Thus, the diode temperature is subject to fluctuations so that minor
deviations of radiation characteristics compared to stable current
operation are found.
	
Figure 20 shows the chronological intensity /38
profile of the laser radiation at the working point. 	 At a modula-
tion frequency o f 13 Hz, definite deviations from the constant in-
tensity profile upon switch-on of the current are seen. 	 It was also
attempted to modulate the radiation by means of a chopper wheel,
however its inherent emission was too intense to permit the measure-
ment.	 The detector signal is measured by a lock-in amplifier whereby
the modulated supply voltage serves as a reference signal. 	 The block
diagram of the test is shown in Figure 21.	 The isophoton maps are
illustrated in Figure 22.
	 The beam bundles near the threshhold for
laser activity exhibit an intensity distribution declining constantly
outward	 (Figure 22b,	 c).	 At greater currents, the 4. 11	 9.1  laser has
a definite transversal mode structure (Figure 22a). 	 The characteri-
zation of the divergents required determination of the whole opening
angle at half maximum intensity.
	 It is 150 at the working point
(1-132A) of the	 diode; at lower currents 	 (120 mA), it is
likewise 150 5 because of the generainsensitivity to operating con-lditions, this opening angle can also be anticipated for continuous
operation of the laser, likewise at the new working point	 (0-959 A), /39
which resulted from the changes in the test setup needed to collimate
the bundle, whereafter the spatial intensity distribution could no
longer be measured.
	 The fraction of power output in the cone of
opening angle of 150 was estimated at 500 of the total power output.
Collimation of the divergent bundle with a suitable optic lens is
described in Section 5.1.
4.1-5	 Measurement of the Emission Power Output /42
The emission power output of the laser diode at the working point
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rrure 20: Laser si gnal plotted against time (top)-- for rectangular
modulated diode current (bottom)
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Fi,Zure 21: Block diagram 'L,.o measure the spatial intensity distribution
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Figure 22: Spatial intensity distribution in the beam bundle of the
4.4- Y_ n diode at the working point 1.132 A (a) and at 120 mA. (b) as
well as of the 5.2- ,tun diode at working point 0.92 A (c). The rela-
tive radiation power is given by isophotes at fractions of the maximum
value of 0.95, 0.8, 0.65, 0.5 and 0.35. The zero point of the angle
scale is placed arbitrarily at the intensity maximum. The size of the
2 mm perforated lens, and thus the spatial resolution is :illustrated by
a circle
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I % ^ -. o r	 w v rFij-,ure 23:	 `k(Acli of t lh-,3^ t	 V o 4k, up to meaou
is of crit.1cal Im.portanno '­11n ,., e .!,.t de l,erm:^Moo, t*i^#) re 'oolution of the
feed	 0monitor n{ --tellm. for a g^,iven dc-toctor. 4.11 accurate rncacjurom o n IV,0 t "Y 
of the omlzzion power output Is very difficult to perform, because of
d 4 1, 0the bundle	 %n	 Oevere baok ­rouvid	 In the IR
range. The available !R detectors pose 	 loon	 surfaces of a
4,few square millime t ers. 'J.'horofore ,, the laser be er.:!iis imaged onto the
detector by a Gormaniuni lt-yns (.anti-reflQoto-	 focal length
f --- 38 mm). TransmiSs"Lon of the lens was determined as 0.83 at a11.11	 '^	
0 Pwavelength of	 m and 0.96 at a wavelength	 5.2	 m by using
a grid spectrometer (Parkin-Elme.	 which is calibrated' for plane
samples, J..e. the riven values represent lower limits. Since the
laser power output at higher diode currents con s iderably exceeds the
measurement range of the Golay detector used, an attenuation filter
of black PE of 2.0 1" transmission was placed in front of the detector.
The sketch of the test setup is shown in Fi,,,ure 23. The emission
power output P follows from the detector output signal S, the respon-
siveness of the detector R and the transmission of the optic compo-
nents t as:
S
t-R	 (4.1)
Several important measured values of the diodes are Given in the
following table.
Diode current near Diode current at tho
the threshhold of
	 midpoint of lasE,rla4ojor activity	 activity
current power T
Muaslu'e: 41 vnlmp s	 'on-ri"1110. ri-IJ 11 1, "I-rp unA,,
'^ 11
1 ',y.] 4 , r^	 OleJdio cle In	 ba're	 4 4.
current
a4-These value.,; have be	 o Qoen crrted so whetinclude th ^
fraction of the b4 am biinlle which cannont be .1 'ma 
'
"Oed on the dote3tor
eby the lens. llowver,	 errors o"-surc-ment e  -.1ue to iriaccuracles in
ti-,iinc:d-	 P, mechr^nical chopper in-modulation of radiation were de erm ned.
validates the result considerably, due to its -
i
nherent radiation.
On the other hand, a modulation through chan-in-^  
the diode current
leads to 
i
nstable operatInf,, cond-1.1. 4,ons (zee ra '"'o 38, Fir.,ure 20),
whereby larger measurement errors are also ant'_I c^.I=a l' od. The given
values were determined by rectangular modulated current and agree
within the error limitn, 
with 
th values rneaourod by using a mechan-
ical chopper. The measurement 
e
is accurate to a fa n.tor of about two.
The power output of about	 Ak" ! measured 
at 
the working point of the
.
	
diode represents	 -ood starting point for a high resolution^ A^.	 U sen 	 t7,1
feed modulation.
From the measured spatial intensity distribution, the laser power
output can also be estimated. Because of the modulation of the emis-
sion by the diode current, this measurement exhibits approximately the
same error as the measurement described above. The raster measured
values define, analagous to equation 4.1, local emission power outputs
4-P( '7',,;	 from which we obtain a lower limit of total power ou tput
by using the following equation:
(4.2)
-Q R: space angle of the raster element, Q B: space angle to thedetect o r apperture, always with respect to the location of the laser)
This is true because there are no measured. values available for
the edge zones of the divergent bundle. The re s ult of 1 '	 agrees
with the above value within the limits of acceptable error.
rLnhrou,,,	 ^Ah constant time changes of the diode a­jr ,,Ve ,Ut 11 th e quali-	 144
tative dependuneo of emission power output on 11 'ie	 current was
measured. It turns out that for all lasers an incren,,5e in power output
occurs upon increasinc, the current, however, the relat. 1 ori	 the
two quantities is not always linear. This is 	 by the exam-
ple of the	 diode in Fi l-^rure 24. This	 rc^rforl'rjed
with collim'*,.tom-, d beam bundles, discussed in
URIGINAL PAGE IS
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Figure 25: Sketch of the test co l, up with po r	 of tho p(j"	 n
plane for vertical oriented p -n-tranziotion
4.1.6 1 oa5urement of Polarization of the Laocr _^ua­.ii
Polarization of the referenced beam is iYr,1 ,iox,tant in connoctrion
with the efficiency of the beam splitter (Section 3.3). For radia-
tion polarized perpendicular to the incident plane, "he beam splitter
achieves its maximum effectiveness. To measure the polarization, a
grid polarizer is installed in the beam path of collimitered beam
bundle as an analyzer and the transmitted intensity is measured as a
function of the analyzer direction (Figure 25). At the working point
of the 4.4	 m diode (0.959 A) a polarization de-,, ree of about 60%0 was
found. The polarization plane is inclined 300 (measured counter-
clockwise) to the plane of the p-n-transition.
4.1.7 Measurement of Power Loss
For use in the helium cooled Michelson interferometer on GIRL.,
a power lo;;s of less than 200 mW is permissible. Therefore, the
vaporization rate of helium was measured in laboratory cryostats
with the laser both on and off (4.4 , _ m diode) and the power loss
was determined from this. The vaporizing helium gas was diverted
through the bellows gas counter where it had a temperature of 250 C.
After about 15 minutes the volume of 'vaporized gas with laser shutoff
was 175 ± 2 1, with
	
	 A),
+ 
operation of 'the diode at the working point (0.959
the volume was 320	 2 1
' 
an i1 after switching off the diode current,
the volume was 180	 2 1in a control measurement. The vaporization
rate caused by operation of the laser is thus Vl 	 0.158 ± 0.007 1/sec
at a temperature Tj = 250 C and air pressure pi	 1060 mbar. If we
convert this quantity to normal conditions (To -= 2Z3 K, po = 1013 mbar),
then the vaporization rate becomes Vo = 137 ± 6
Using the conversion factor between volume of ;aseous helium at
27", K and the volume 	1:1,iu.'Id hokum of the	 i t: t.he boilln^
7vT p rpoint ( 11.2K)	 Vf	 the density of liquid Ye'!Lium at tho boiling
point	 ^ f	 O.Y:?48	 ', =	 -91 J/ ^-1	 arid the heat of vapnrri^_-.,
the power lo ,-t.­^  of the	 rcoult-s as 0 . 51 ± ID	 1%, ^1rori t !, o f cl 11 	n.
'Fri,
i
J
3.0. a	 4.0
T.KK
Fi^;ure 26; 'Nave number of the laser line at the working point 0.959 A
for several bath temperatures
equation:
Arm	 (4.3)
Since the voltage drop at the crystal cannot be measured during
operation, the power loss from the voltage drop at the power feeds
was estimated outside of the cryostat as a check on the above value.
Because of the contributions cue to resistances and numerous contacts,
a value determined in this manner represents an upper limit. From
the voltage drop of 0.75 V measured at the working point, a value of
0.72 W is calculated.
Because of the high power loss the tested ? .4-ur:
 diode is not
suitable for use on GIRL. Because of the good spectral properties
and sufficient emission power, this laser can be used for the laboratory
tests of the feed monitoring system. Conversations with the manu-
facturer had shown that laser diodes with the desired characteristics
are also available for losses of
	 200 mW, but a suitable selection
	 /46
process among the large number of diodes is needed. This work is
currently underway.
4.1.8 Detc --mination of the Thermal Wavelengtr Shift
By reducing the vapor pressure above the vaporizing helium, the
bath `^empera,ture was reduced in steps to 3-OK and the spectrum of
the .'_aser u the working point was taken. The wave number determined
in this manner as a function of bath temperature is shown in Figure 26
as it was determined from the changing pressure value:. From this
results an average shift in the laser line of about 0.2/cm/K.
4,2 The IR Detector
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j,roup a	 .:^	 ticarttura c'f'faeot, ; (e. one-rat l ,ra ,f, 	e o,F rzn:ler,. I.n
semioonductors) .	 ,•,	 , f 	 s ^•, h e`> w ^ 4. ^.	 C' C: v 4.^ e, . ti i E: ,.3 n e<' l 4. ^ .	 i c	 ^. ^^.;^	 ^^ t. v, c t t, e .^ . ^. l„
siz"n a g	 ^	 alt^"	 'r';	 _	 .e	 p f ,c.	 Y	 4. `e^}^ ^	 [)	 j ^•^t^ 1'r,1	 ha to 	 flr	 m -in 'Ln ^ 1.'ut^^.. n i_ t^mio.ollc.n	 ^ii ^. 1 •	 i.)c ti lf o of 4	 !.
using; the thermal eeft'ect; are g;cneral.ly ttiuoh ^ l.,<<. ^ (1`°t ^,, fan E' t;^r l ier }l ly
>1 msc7°;) t.h.,an qu,lntum dotootork (vol-pt,n:,o t1*'r1(" t:yp'le,11 ly <1 ,u eo) .
One problem In thedetection %-,)f T}, r;,^^.l,,t rein a.4, ite .iR back,,,round
radiation which i'4all, into the y do' cotor In ade,${:i,on to the the eio--
aired radiation. 1'n order to be abler to ctot c ct. 	 :inton-it.le:s In
front: of a st ron f; b ao'l", round, tho read ? ,at .ion to ."o moasurod must; be
periodically chopped. The re sul,. i.ng; 1.nt4nw,.lty f'luctuat:i.ono than lead
to a corresponding, roriod:ic sifnal at theti dotector output which was
usually .ln;lopende nt of the, background noise. The y photon noise of the
background radiation is now superimposed by the ne.aise generated in the
detector Itself. Proquontly, the manuf act ure—tis call the omission power
output equivalent to the total nois y: voltage of the detector black
background radiation at a given temperature. Photon noise of the
background as well as internal detector noise are dependent on tem-
perature, so that throufh reducing; the temperature, the detection
limit of the detector can generally be decreased. To measure astro-
nomic IR radiation from very weals sources, the cooling; of thermal
detectors to less than 1 K is de ireable (Katterloher 1978). Operat-
ing; temperature of - , ; ,* in the GIRL interferometer is tuned to the
expected astronomic radiation flux. To record the pos^,tion inter-
ferog;ra,m with the desired ^.IN ratio, these low temperatures would not
be needed.
Diffk. s re nt detectors were tested for use at GIRL operating, tem-
perature. Responsiveness in the reference beam and detehctivity were 	 /48
determined or the data from the manufacturer was checked. Measure-
ments were performed on four detectoa^s : three photo conductors made
of copper dosed Germanium (Mullard 'Ltd,, London; Advanced Kinetics,
Costa Mesa, LISA--two samples; operating; temperature, 4 K) and one
photo diode (InSb,; Barnes, Stamford, USA, operating; temperature 77 K).
Photo conducting; detectors consist of one pure, one dosed and one
connecting; semiconductor. With copper dosed Germanium for instance,
electrons of the foreign atoms are usually elevated by incident photons
over an energy gap E,. into the conductivity bland. The y minimum excita-
tion energy Err of a semiconductor defines a limit wavelength X g =
he/E (h: Planck constant,	 sr e ed of light). Radiation whose
wave eng;th exceeds this limit cannot be detected by t,1)0 detector.
The spectral oen it:ivity R( A ) is therefore tor::;l.natod ' It. X^,^, With
increasing, l)i.oton enor-y, the responsiveness (Fe?naratod erhargce car-
rier per 1.a`1cidont pews':') le crt'a:: oo a c 	s.Lnco tho numbt r of eharg o
carri.ors is proportional to the number of photon,-,, , o t.liat a rela-
tively narrow la :net of onzit iv:l ty r, an-e results . t, photovo l t,n l de-
tector is de t' , i;;nu.d ao. a oemiconductor diodes (dot: oto'r tt:;od 'Consists
'^ 8
of	 indium an! lmonldo). !he same ox y ltation mo-hinism and a n1milar
response l o %o tho olmp le 10 1l000ndm ov lo	 found here.
The ohai, vaWov p%liw neinhtd by ahnoiy lAn or tiw	 I lqht quantum
are separated by tho KAO in tho Nol l of iho 0 5 1 1 YO ow l ^lor none.Thus,
	 a ph,.,)to_voItngo in joncvood if in propntq j_n%I to the i n -
Went emlotod powor. Too PrOP014 it 0 OV tho Alrotov k5jWnd OoWa-
orably on tbo applied bins:	 by mtANv or nn	 z1jit jonal oontrolluble
countor-voltaKo, tho dotootivLty oan no opilmiz-1, W11h phot000n-
ductovo however, only thlQunh too appliontion if Pn tAtolnnl	 bias
can an oloot p loal nton%l be obtaisoa.	 Njuvo P ? Mows the olroulto,
used to oonnoot the dotootorn to	 •the pivamp inyon AIIVIAY tested
amplifiers with known rroquonvy rooponoo and no loo fnoto" were "ood,
4.2.2 Measurement OP the Responsiveness	 /qo
Determination or tho respononon000 R or the detectors is uood
to proo	 l o the olonal generated by the Tqoor
and to Ootermlno the nolso equivalent power n000rAng to Equation
3.16. 81noo no coal 0vatlon source was available, the Oolay cell
was used as a rofevenvo Anct, accurate informVion on the rosponsivo-
nets as a function of wavolenSth and chop froquenoy wan mado avail-
able by the manufacturer. This thermoJotootor oonsAsts of a radi-
ation aboorbor and as connected gas cell with diaphragm. Under the
effect of TR vadlatlon the gas In the coll hoats up. Duo N the
resultInq Increase In pressure, the dlaphragm is prossod Into a
wall of the cell: this Is converted into an electrically measure-
able signal. The senoltIvIty range extends from visible lid ht down
to submillimoter wave radiation, However, It Is limitod by the
entrance window (to a wavelength range botwoon I and about ^Qr
through a KRS5 window In this detector). The time constant of this
detector is about I second.
Since the responsiveness of the detectors at the Y W rence
wavelength Is or Interest, a semiconductor diode lasor was always
used as emission source. From Its cone of rays, a bundle was goner-
ated through a perforated aperture which was measured by the Golaydetector and by the detector under study. Selection of the aporturo
is governed by the' different stne of the detector element. The bundle
must have sufficient evoss-soction so that it can still be fully regis-
tered by the detector w0h the smaller sensitive surface. By means
of a lon g,, the d1vorgont lazor beam bundle Is oollimiteved at the
detect or t o achieve suffiolont emission powtar outputs (Vigure 2 8).
The sensitivity of the Golay cell is in principle high, dopondino'
on the chop frequency; a favorable frequency range to between 0.2
and 20 H2. Tho pofovo j the lasor radiation As ohopped by the 13 A
modulatod diode current of the lasor supply syotom Uorn the respon-
sivones, acoordInq to the manufacturer in Ro = 1.740 0 V IC that Is,745 of tho maximum valut, at 1.5 V. The olootrio deteotor vj;nal is
measured by a look-in anV11flor (Ithano, Mod. Pynnt:I'a o 3 0 11), soonuse
of the method of operation of the look-in ampliflor (phuso ounsitivo
rectification of tho sQnal baot; wave), tho W110al od vAno depondo
on the food slount ohapo. Because of the di ffeiont Posponvo t1mos 01,
the datootoro, •d i rroinnt si gn al shapes are p roAuvol nnd this lends to
una prtAntivo "P up Uo L37 In th o slinal nmplifudo oven nftev appre-
priato oorrowl Wn. A road-off oV 1ho o i gnal Y"-n Ao =1 1l0000p t, 1,,,
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to the
amp 11, flor
RDetector i	 S I I	 RL	 to the
R	 amplifierU P
	
N
UV_
Figure 27: Block diagram to connect the 1R detectors to the preamplifier.
a) Photoconductor
RD :
 radiation dependent resistance (detector element)
Uv	supply voltage, R, : load resistant
b) Photodiode
U P	 radiation depondent photo voltaFe ., .9 S , R jj : -er-Le	 nd shunt
re s istance of the diode (simplified substitute dia c-ram). A controllable
oountervoltage can be applied by means of the d.c. .1 otirce (Ift-	
v
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Dot o (It o r
Lens	 Anerture
Diode Inser
Figure ?8: Sketch of the test sctup for compar.%t.-Ivo measurement of
the reoponse capability
not very accurate because of the lade, effective bandwidth.
The sensitivity of the quantum detector Itself depends very little
on the chopper frequency. Therefore, for a frequency of the lInterforo-
grain signal of about 80 Hz, only the smallest deviations in the respon-
siveness from the values determined at 13 11z is oxpected. A comparison
measurement at 80 11z is not possible because of the significant loss
in sensitivity of the Golay detector. For different laser power
outputs, the signal voltages of the Golay cell So and of the detector
to be studied S were measured and, by using the equation:
T'%
	(4.4)
the responsiveness R related to the Golay detector was calculated. The
signal ratio S/So is not entirely independent of the selected radi-
ation power J.n several cases. The cause for this is a deviation in
the relationship between output signal and incident radiation power
from a linear function. In this case, the signal values correspond-
ing to the size of the expected interferometer signal (at about
are considered. Most values of responsiveness were taken
at a laser wavelength of -1.,` 	 , and these are given in the following
table, together with data from the manufacturer.
The deviations from experimentally determined values are partly 	 1 2
due to measurement uncertainties, absorption by the entrance window
(the resulting responsiveness with the rigid window cannot be deter-
mined exactly because no transmission data are available),, by the
speciAl test conditions (instead of a black body emission, mono-
chromatic radiation Is -moasurod) and by alteration effects in a
detector (Mallard). The greater responsiveness of the Golay detector
is based on the amp I 
I 
-;"I ev intet,-,rated into the detector, whereas the
other values contain no amplification factors.
For laboratory
laser (KIL ., T,u-,or A,
Since this dotoctor
te,sting, OV the feed monitoriyit7,
oily' Les Company) and the In""b
0 ­has it5 maximum responsiveneo'n.
syn,,tem, a 11. 4 um,
10 1.0Q ,tor W^'T'o Usod.
the
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Dat a	 at
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Data from the manufacturer relate to a wavolong-th of 5 jAm and were
obtained by conversion of the maximum oen.,,itivity (usually supplied)
with the supplied sensitivity characteviotloo.
Y/4
A,
irn V
Figure 29: Relativ ,^  response capability R/R zero bias as a function
of the diode bias voltage U b
responsiveness at 4.4 : M (1-2.104 V/W) is much greater than at 5.2
(2♦1 . 10 3 V/w); the values indicate the steep drop in sensitivity near
the boundary wavelength. These values were determined at a "zero
blas,"that is, the countervoltag,,e was adjusted so that the photo-
voltage Up = 109 mV caused by the laboratory back-round (ca. 300 K)t
was completely compensated (-Iero bias conditIon). By variation of
the countervoltaGe at conotant emission sip-nal, tine relationship
between responsiveness and the bias applied to the detootor (diode
bias voltage) was determined. F!k,urc 29 shows	 rolationship. The
best responsiveness is -achieved for declining b,*I,as without adjustment
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of the photo volt age, a regression to 15 ,51 of the maximum value is
found.
4.2.3 Determination of Noise Equivalent Power (NEP)
	 /53
One important criterion for selecting the particular detector
is the noise equivalent power, since it is in a direct relation with
the SIN ratio of the interferogram point and thus with the reading
accuracy. From. the measured values of the responsiveness R and the
noise voltage n of the detectors, according to 3.16 the NEP can be
determined. To measure the effective value of noise volta g e a
lock-in amplifier with a noise option was used (Mod. Dynatrac 391A,
Ithaco Company). Thus, noise spectra could be measured in the fre-
quency range between 10 Hz and 1 kHz with variable bandwidth. With a
variable bandwidth of 1 Hz the standarized noise level n can be read
off immediately. The detectors were operated under conditions where
the sensitive element is exposed to the unchopped laboratory back-
ground of about 300 K. Because of the greater background noise at
this temperature compared to GIRL conditions, the measured dotectivities
are smaller than at 4 K background temperature. The potential improve-
ment is insignificant however, since internal detector noise still
predominates: the amount of photon noise contained in the bLekV,;round
emission for known ci,,q1s,,-­1on power output Pjj and t o 	 ure TU
 of the
back-round amounts to a maximum
(Katterlohe ­ 19 7-9). As a lnitilai r o u f,, h estimationton for the Insb de-	 /54
1,-^Cctor wo "I"Vo: 14lth	 t-l".1'ective back,-roun-i r:) dint ,11.11 of bout
a. for aAven .-ensitivAty range and giv(,.n Eten3l ue at the sensi-
til ve clomont.-, i-,herc, rosul l ,j a t'1` l.. ­,e level 1f
whereas the given NEP is greater by a factor of 5. In the frequency
range of the lock-in amplifier, the noise voltagewas measured with
a bandwidth of l Hz at several frequencies. With increasing fre-
quency a drop in noise voltage shows up. This is illustrated in
Flf ure 30 for the photovoltaic InSb detector. The decline in the
curve is attributable to so-called 1/f noise contributions (Mall
et a1. 1975). When using the preamplifier for these measurements
(Infrared Laboratories Inc., Tucson, USA), an upper limit frequency
of the entire circuit of more than 10 kHz results. Through extra-
polation up to 10,000 Hz (integration time of tho rosition electronic
system, Section 2.2) while retaining; the value measured at 1,000 Hz
(worst case), the average effective noise voltage n can be estimated
for the ::,nterferogram. Thus, from Equation 3.16 we obtain the noise
equivalent power as:
or the detectivity as D = NEP_ 1. The measured :TEP values are given in
the table below together with the values provided by the manufacturer.
Manufacturer's Pleasured Manufacturer's
	 Measured
Detector type Data Value T)a+:a,	 Value
\	 t
Since the NEP is also independent of wavelength--just like respon-
siveness--the manufacturer's data must be converted to the reference
wavelength. Here, an error of about 20% is expected. Deviations of
measured values are partially due to inaccuracies in the determination
of noise voltage, and partly due to errors of measured values of
responsiveness.
The maximum permissible NEP in the reference beam at a power output
of 10 _W is 5 . 10-11
 W/ 1 z (see Section 3.2){ Therefore, the first
two photoconductors checked at operating temperatures of 4 K are un-
suitable for the position interferometer. The S/N ratio when using
the Advanced Kinetics (AK) detector is calculated as about 20 from
equation 3.17, this was also estimated in a corresponding test with
a laboratory setup of the feed monitoring system on an oscilloscope.
To set up and test the system in the laboratory, the photovoltaic
R9GNAL PAGE, I`
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Figure 31: Measured dependence of tho standari ,-, od detectivi lt'.y D/D_
of the InSb detector ^; , i the bias voltage U b
I,-. ).h 141-a ki lrlklll)'j^ 	 '^"Aw
4' 4 4	 ..1.47)	 4. 4 5	 4. 41.	 X
b)
Figure 32: Spectrum of the -4.4-v,!.,,, diode at 144 mA
a) detector was driven under optimum conditions
b) operation at bias of ca. 20 mV
InSb detector was used. The required SIN ratio of 800 (see Section 4.4)
can be achieved with it even with a power output less than	 in
the parallel beam. The noise of this detector is dependent on the
bias declining at the detector element. Thus, with the profile of
responsiveness already shown there follows a ro;-rcssion of detectivity
with increasing; bias (Fisure 31). The best properties are found for
the detector thereafter at 0 bias conditions;	 the detectiv.1ty
given in the table was obtained with this mode of operLation. Llkowiso,
under this optimum, cond'itLon, the detector wa.,:,	 :-,,-,ratod "or all
measurements. A dL-4r iation from this condition lod 1"o "In 1.1'1-'^rcaoo.11.n
noise in the	 oriltted by the detector. 177"I" oan bo
fol, P.Xtample, by usin, ; two la y or spectra taken au very '!("w	 power,
one at zoro	 'ind 
one 
*W,.,-, th non-.-. oro b -l as	 T:: *i -111i t1ja
45
second o;pootrum, an increase in noi:,e to peen.
The detect:Iv.i.ty of thee- lamb tIot eotor ai1..,o lopond.. can the .In-
tanuity (see manufact.ur-!r 1 2 infov.,r, 1.,1on) ,)f' inoldc.,nt radlation of
wavelengths
	
<
	
r .•v .. { o.	 ^, ^c	 ..;r	 r.	 ri	 tip •f	 ;<> rot T'1 a: fw 011,,`' ^"IvK^ element
Y.. 	 Th	 :^ .P ^ r i ofduring cooling to 77
	
^' , ^	 )Rf 4 ...° wras me a used
after covering the detector with
	 t.(^r %u n i um i, r n0 (41 ran.,mi , ,m i on only
for X >	 k,.) durinp, the coo In I^i^µ.^^
	 ^t, At o-Jvc, r1nfr the value
is about 1 . 10- 11
	However, once: irt:el 3}^ ,c :car re tzch^s is
operating temperature the radiation remains I, r.,'..^w
	 without
adversely affectinC the detcctivity.
4.3 Beam Split ter--Determination of Fff.icieno.v
Throuh the measurement of reflection and transmission on avail-
able mylar foils 5.0 ± 0.5 /,..m and 12.0 i 1.2 ,cam thick (manufacturer's
data), the efficiency was determined experim,;ntally and suitability
of the foils for the Michelson interferometer, specific-11y for
laboratory setup, was chocked. The accuracy of the thickness infor-
mation is not sufficient to determine applicability of the foils at
the wavelengths of X= 5.2 µm or 4.4 ,km by using the equations in
Section 3.3. Therefore, phototransmission and reflection of unpolar-
ized light was checked with a spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Company).
The measured results are shown in Figures 33 - 35 and are discussed
below.
The strong absorption lines in the region between 5 and 14
	 m
affect reflection and transmission decisively and render mylar useless
as a beam splitter in this spectral range. The periodicity is ex-
plained by the Term cos d in equation 3.20. With equation 3.22,
the foil thicknesses are determined as 4.8 ± 0.1 ,gym from the spectral
separation of the reflection maxima or transmission minima. For an
angle of incidence of 45 0
 in the interferometer, we thus obtain fav-
orable wavelengths from equation 3.22 as X = 26.9, 9,5, 5.7, 4.1, 3.2,
2.6 x", which roughly agrees with the position of the transmission
minima measured at a 45 0
 angle of incidence (Figure 34). The devi-
ations can be attributed to inaccurate knowledge of the refractive
index which affects the period of reflection and transmission, and
to the phase jump of the reflected beam which is different for re-
flection at the outer and inner boundary of the foil (Dielectricum).
In the ideal case (electrical conductor) this leads to an additional
phase shift 7r between the inner and outer reflected beam, as contain-
ed in equation 3.20. A phase shift different from 7r causes pri-
marily a shift in the ro and to curves while keeping the periods
constant.
The maximum efficiency in the shortwave range can be determined
by the reflection maximum r= 0.15 and the transmission minimum
to = 0.8 and amounts to 0.^8. The abcorpt;ion of tho thicker 12 ..m
foil is clearly greater than that of the 5 ,jrn foil. From the perio-dicity a full thickness of 12.2 ± 0.2 m is ( tu1 1. 'Frio beam ti^sn,^-
mitted at 49 0 :i s partially polariLed an
	
f
d results in a 1-, olar.i at ion
effect in the t.ran;.mission curve which is	 I) t.iie r^.,':rurnent.
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grew is due to the equipment, it
on the periodicity of the curve).
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fission of the 5- ,n foil for perpen-
incidence upon reflection of 6.5 de-	 r
has only an jn l;n:ifictant influence
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Figure 34: Transmission of the 5 — .M. foil at ?450 ,angle of
, incidence-
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Figure 35: TrLinsmission of the 12- ..m foil for porpendicular 1 i dit
''incidence (a) and for 45 de ree an -Ie of incidence (b) Pon- vert i,cal and
horizontal a11j,-,nment of the incident plane
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*, Qn U l ro Y.3." Y;:.n" ;....^.,.-1.on ankh r^ ^ L	 ^ I	 ;kc, ^	 t , I l ^ f^iI at
an anr;lo o f' :inc'idonce o f h 5o iw now dt •' f:':':',:::1	 '';1E i^ Lfl(^^? was3 n
.. i. +x,1.0. a
	
1 }'}	 f^	 j•,	 ry	 :1 '» C• 4, n A r.	 fi
	 that{»	 {v	 )	 >r>1.%, ., +y	 :.	 t j, 1	 r	 '{.. t	 yqt>	 1, n
 4>h1.	 ^, r^t "'.^IJ 1+w44/U so that. L+he k	 1 L, e.. L	 ..•1^	 ±^—n 4,r r4«4nn.l .l v.1, .. Al
p	 1 o the in c ident pl^vr`ie ^f tho reference beam inw. e^rp=ond Lcula
the in torf eromcter. The polarization planes ,f the las e r (Section
14 .1. 6) w-, s> thus oloped only 30 0 to thc, f'uv,rable vertical polariza-
t on 1ir,` ctlon where the: mriximum off'l.cl(.-noy values are achieved. The
reflected povler of a collim «iter laser beam was ?" , the transmitted
;.;otter 1.t;R, oMr' of the incident nowi r. Thus, an offectiveno s of 0.08
re:^oulfi 3 .:, o what when usinfr a beam power output of 10 ^,W at the
rrdetector t'.i h the measured NEP (10 - 12 tr' '^?, ` from 'Equation 3.17,
a S/IvT ratio o*' 4,000 for the interferometer s it nal .is obta .ned.
Tlrus, , is : y am splitter can be used for laboratory tests with the
4.4 1 , ni diode.
4.4 Test of the Positioning Electronic System 	 /63
The positioning electronic system was developed by electrical
engineers at the institute and is described in Appendix 2. Below we
shall report on the tests performed with it, In order to do this,
the laser interferoram was simulated by voltage signals. Using a
Nine signal with a frequency of 80 Hz, a non-interferred interfero-
gram was generated in order to study the influence of-signal amplitude
on the behavior of reed pulses belonging to extremal and zero posi-
tions. The time shift between attainment of the extremal position
and transmission of the appropriate pulse was on the average 2 ,r for
a maximum amplitude of 5V; ( 7, :
 
integration time of the position
electronic system, see Section 2,2) and this was increased upon decay
of the amplitude below 1.5 V. The corresponding shift between
attainment of the zero position and the transmission of the read
pulse (at maximum amplitude, equal to 'r on the average) increases
upon decay of the signal amplitude below 0.2 V. Thus, the actual
signal profile at the detector of the positioning interferometer
with amplitudes 'between 3.8 and 5 V permits the use of all support
points when utilizing maximum resolution.
The main interest of the test was devoted to the behavior of
the react pulse with an interfered signal. Through poriodiO motion
.sequences o f mechan.iolal part, (e.g. crankle ss e~3'n ;irie) ^s v.,oil as
1"hrough sta-.i tically distributed interference (e.f';, detector noise),
the laser Intorforogram was mod'.f'ied. This 	 3imlilated by s'uper-
Imposing sine olgnal.s with discreet frequencies o r
 ni^lse voltages
:I, f''^'oront ban (width on the undl2t ^rbt d ^ ! ^17a1	 '"hs=	 L g
	
of
the test st,.up i,s shown in Fi-ure 36. By var. ,,7.ion of tho .interferencec, a
8N
a
4
	
4
	 Pw^ rr.<xv ^. n^
P	
x.k	
t r yip
E
Figure 36: Block diagram to simulate the feed monitoring with dis-
turbed signal
Key: 1-position electronics (signal) (readout pulse) 2-trigger
3-oscilloscope 4-sine generator 5-u5eful signal 6-interference
signal 7-n9se . generator 8-lock-in amplifier
t0	 100	 1000 7 Wz)
	
1000'D	 100000
Figure 37: Frequency dependence of deviations in read-out time point
for constant useful-interference voltage ratio 200 and the frequency
of the useful signal 80 Hz.
At: time interval within which the pulse; belonging to an extreme
position are transmitted. The time interval between regular readout
pulses is 32 7 . Multiple pulses appear in the frequency range marked
by the bar.
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twf'on 1,000 and 10 ,000 In. 'l'ho noro llu;loc'n unde''r those c onditions
oxhlbit no t1mv fluctuations.
"'.,he dE?e3.iolve quantity  in the c alonlat ion of effects on the
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This In obtained by ,ansumino uniform distribution of the road time
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the equation-,
Here, the food velocity is assumedumed conelt.,ant. (17; number of
different read times bolonq.ino to an ,ictoal sllpport, point).
With sine Interference o f Qs'ii ront frequencies, they Oc?i7erdonce
of the standard deviation ax on the usoful -Intorfcl ronco ratio S/N
was studied. The typical bohav:ior of they of andavd, deviation for a
low and a high jamming frequency 14 shown In Figures 38. When "sang
all support points, the solid curves are obtained, when limited to
the zero pa6s,agas, thk dashod ouvvos :il.l.uo trate^ therelationships.  
They time Interval T cc^a:°rooponds to the oN:i.eY shift. X L/128 (see	 /66
equationon S . 8) , which is why they site of t.he? standa rdand dev;iat::ion Is
proportlonal to the la ov wavelength. The s :ivon valuoo pertain to
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av^of 90	 0 and 4000 liz "i	 Auxill,	 . Ines : Nape avanc e  of multiple
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Figure 39	 I-,A-andavd deviation of support points (-- 
- ovo pazomges,
all support points) as, a function of sigiia'
	 0, I tc) noioc rati at
5 tm 
for 
whito noise of 10 Iffln. band width. AddUional line,-,
aplhar,anco of' mu'll'.1ple pulses.
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.1 I^cr orr ..2 t'Ion of the Laboratory systom
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The Position i.ntcr rr OPOmoter conolots o f Ito slr oolfic oomponents(diodo laser, doto t or and positioning oloctrorr:: o system) and alsouses the Optic components of the main lntorfevometor. ,`.5;l.lnee thefinal launch version of the main Interfor romoter was not yet avail-able a laboratory model was constructed whose components are describ-
ed below. As end reflectors in the interferometer arms, the used twogold vapor plated Blanc mirrors with surface irregularities Less than0.5 pm. To divert the partial boam in the moving Interferometer arm,the cube corner intondod for use in GIRL was used
	 It is mounted ona moveable table whose t1p is les s than the errmiss1v	 i111r value whenusing a cube corner (about 1 0 ) . By means Of tip measurements with a000r Intcxr forcamoter made by Hewlett Packard '1400P MoasuxromentSystem, Mod.
	 26A), tips Of a maximum 13 arc socondo about a verticalrotation axis and a maximum three arc; seconds about a horizontal axiswove measured over the entire teed Path of 25 mm (th t s covrt:sponds to
an optic food lath of L = 10 cm). At the m1OVOMf:tO.rr
 Screw of theadjust able
 table, a drive motOv IS 00nnect: od by moans of a springbellows. Sinco the variations in the crankloss on r;ine In its Presentdesign resulted in severe interference with the jazmIng nadol, a low
%Qbrat.'it'.n d.w. motor Runit4`1.motoron Company, MOKI ill Q .'05) was usedfo r
 the dr':ivo. Thus, a ouf'ficient unif'or'm movement or tho cube cornerwas achieved. To attenuate oxtovnal vibrations 00 'In tt'rr &POmeter wasbuilt on an air cush ion
 00 0al bank (Vibrationon ^::^ al 1 on Sys tem,c.^ T.nI ".,'1 I.ni	 l ^?mp t`1^;
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bundle has, to bo oonVL'Pted Into a pzjrallol bundlo of about 3 mm diameter.
In order to do th1o, a 0, rmanlum lt,, M; (fooal lorl,7,111 f = 11 mm, diameter
of 'a ')orturk* 	111110-w:lo,	 In the.	 dboar at a (11stance
avol nfth /70o f
 11 mm f ro m t h o oz 'y-	 wl i cnk'	 I w ,
From thu L as e r  i s 0.7 t 0.1.	 ",at 1%1 1—il ono 	 Ion of the ,
(see Flg, iro '22 a, p. 11 (1^ ) and 4.1 -1c,	 volationoh1ps
of the f1P,ure, tho utill-ed fraction of	 V	 1.o' about r o&
(that is about 25	 W).	 In addition, 1,11k=	 of the o01'I'trattore'd
beam bundle wao^ dotevminod ,).o a ftinQtion of	 anon to the las=er
an mo	 beam does(compare the sc 	 thod, section ^1-1 , 1 1	 2lic
-m Prom. thehave a dlai, ietor of more than 1 1 mm at,:r 11, , ^k;nnoe t-, ' ?7 ^
laser (maximum optical rath of the radiation In	 'Interforomotor),
however
., the main fractllc',n or Intenz",ity 1 ,.1 con '-on",,ratol ,141 thin an
appropriate circle. Approximately 05 of the :'-ntonsity lo trikos the
sensit*1vo ourface of the detector (diameter 2. 15 MM). Figure III shows
a boriZontal and a vort•iaal cross-section tbrour,',h the intensity dis-
tribution of the croo.o-sectional surface o lt' the bundle at 9 cm and
67 cm distance. The properties of the studied ".11aoor bundle (intensity,
divergence) permit its use in the food monitorin,,; syotepi.
5.2 Tests of the I*Pood Monitoring System
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Under consideration of the effectiveness of the beam splitter
and the reflectivity of the cube corner (six reflections correspond
to 75"'
/0 
transmission), together with the above losses caused by the
geometry of the arrangement, we obtain a signal amplitude at the
detector output in the range of 4 to 5 mV (see equation 3.14). This
signal is amplified in a preamp (Infrared Laboratories Inc., Tucson,
USA), whose input was adapted to the detector output, by a factor
of 1,000 to 4 to 5 V, before it is evaluated in the positioning
electronic system. The block diagram of the entire signal processing
system is shown in Figure 42.
During the shift of the cube corner, the amplitude of the mod-
ulated signal changes by -^O • 1V. The larger fraction of variation
consists in a monotonous component, caused by the small divergence of
the beam bundle; the smaller fraction is defined by the periodic
fluctuations and caused by the secondary lines appearing in the laser
spectrum (Section 3-1). Figure 43 shows examples. The working point
can be accurately adjusted during recording of the interferogram,
since secondary lines are clearly noticed through the behavior of the
amplitude, as we can see from the signal profile of the inaccurately
adjusted working point (Figure 43 b).
One peculiarity of the laboratory setup is the noise sensitivity 	 X73
of the beam zplitter, since the system is riot operated in a vacuum.
Noise like loud conversation excites the beam splittor to oscillations
which initiate additional modulation and multiple pulses In the'
 (Fd-ure 00. 7horefore, during, tests all lnti^i-ferjng, no,'Lso
had to be avoidod. No affect of the soft motor nolso on the inter-fero-
gram was observud.
Only t1io error in food monitoring for aconr.%tel 'y aJJ'-u11'V d	 rk ll-
point w-111 I)e	 The support point error^i	 by tho
r 6
FT
Horizontal	 VET rtlon
Horl-.,ontal
Figure 41: Relative intensity in the reference beam bundle plotted
against horizontal and vertical local coordinates (perpendicular to
beam direction) at a distance 9 cm (a) and 6-1  cm (b) from the laser.
The local resolution is 1 mm by using a 1 mm perforated aperture in
front of the InSb detector.
;Detectclr
; p re amty e p
Oscillosicope
'Signal) readout pull'
Po,r;ition electronle
Figure 4-0 : Block diagram of the electronic system to record and
process the intcrforometer sic-nal
I	 "'
I
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ph,
.41
'It
Fi c,ure 43: Profile of interferometer signal along an optic shift path
of 1.8 cm.
a) operating the laser at the working point (0.059 A),
b) inaccurate adjustment of the working point. The behavior of
the signal amplitudes can be seen by the chronolo r-I .cal time change.
From the periodic modulation	 the relative intens.-It ,,Ir of r econdary
lines in the laser spectrum can be estimated.
11
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r	 Figure 44: Interferometer signal for secondary noises with readout
pulses given off by the position electronics at all points which can
be considered as extreme positions or zero passages
Figure 45: Inferometer signal with readout pulses. The deviations in
readout pulses from the ideal support points are on the average less than
0.06 :m. The optical path shift between the pulses is 1.1 .m corres-
ponding to a time difference of about 3 msec.
OF FOUR QUAD
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W,
i^
,secondary 11nos are a maximum 0. 0.3	 in according to equation 3. 8.,
since they po , -,oss a fl  ,tlon of only 5 1;^ of the -,,,,in line Inton'sity
(ratio of intensitloo of ooconda.-y lino.,; and pr: m erry lines C'ijlfl)o
hS	 - l.t.af.re0.05, see Figure I" t", P. '15)-	 lnoe tho `L­,, tal noi se vo.,
measured at the ampll.f! °.,' output of the oper,%',".n.'" oyotcm Is -till(,L4.below 2 mV, the	 .,.I^­nal (.1 = 4 7 ^	 r-tlo of
- f" quadratio., ­ vers,zao:^2000	 T1 , i o x - c s, u 1 in40 	 d	 %11 su, rort,
points remains iimite,d to 0.03	 m (see	 U n. 66).	 ..1
maximum permissible value of 0.06
	
m (oco	 -,n 2.0) Is therefore
clearly r	 -1he error ob ained
	
t .	 ."re-c-'"greater than t	 s 	 1 - -1 .I n  1 ul^j 11 itos for
accurate work of the rizoltioninp, electroni c 	thus for a
high resolution feed monitoring system have boon o'.-oated.
The shape of the interferometer sl ' ( - ,nal deviates from an ideal
sine curve since the actual feed velocity of ".- Ilc> cube corner is not
constant because of mechanical effects when moving the shift table.
The interferometer si gnal:-nal was taken at various advance speeds and
evaluated. Figure 115 shows the interferometer si,,,nal with the read
pulses emitted by the positioning electronic system at an advance
speed of r. 350 .m/sec, whereby a signal frequency of about 80 Hz
resulted. The read pulses mark support points separated by 1.1 gym,
even though the time in loihich the cube corner noves, from one support
point to the next is not constant. The support point errors resulting
from the appearance of secondary lines in the laser spectrum and from
the noise components of the signal amount to 0.06	 Lm (see above).
Thus ,, a feed monitoring system has been constructed which meets the
requirements outlined in Section 2.1.
Summary
For the helium cooled spectral, high resolution ( "v -, 10 4A VMichelson interferometer to be used aboard the German IR telescope
GIRL on Spacelab, a new feed monitoring system was constructed as a
laboratory model and tested successfully. This model is a position
interferometer which uses the beam Path of the GIRL interferometer
and a monochromatic IR emission source and a suitable detector. As
emission source, for the first time a semiconductor diode laser
with a wavelength of 5 m was used and is arranged like the detector
in the GIRL cryostat (high vacuum, temperature T.
The significant fraction of the work consisted in deriving the
critical properties of the component (diode laser, detector, beam
splitter) critical for the system and to test them experimentally.
Accordingly, for a used emission power of the laser of 25 -W with
a sensitive detector (measured NEE	 interferograms
'^iues were ' de l ormined bywere taken from which the positioning v
scanning by a computing read electronic system.
The test results of the used component slow that the feed moni-
toring performed exhibits the required accuracy of 0.06) ,m 'for a
dynamic range of 100 in the astronomic spectrum). Tlhuo, I the feed
monitoring system o f" high resolution has been con-jtruo. ,  ud which is
suitable for uoe on satellites in cryogenic conditions.
1 i4
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IAppendix i,
Noise In the	 ope etrum for random ( 1vatistic) readerror.
Tact tho support p cllnt t,,rr,,, ,.	 x at. U-i., ' 14 t , %, out p r	 I n t s
xn assume the st atistic ralues , :,
	
n w 1, ......N(; NO : nu:nbr)r of
support points. ;it di t once l we } g ave t.:ie. foII,) w , n	 qu, t ton fr)r t h a
support points:
Along the interval 0 °:x 1, a : y uepwi e, constant	 tn^;)
function f(x) is defined vrhich as oume3ass me the value of the sur)p^rt ;SoInt
error at the support point:
^t
X78	 1
The function f (x) is
stepwise constant. The Fou
F , ;:.	 + 5
F71
limited along the given interval and as
rier series F(x) of the function:
therefore converges on the average to f(x). Since the number of differ-
ent values xn at the discreet support points xn is at most equal to
No, the series development is terminated at m = No. From the conver-
gence at the mean we obtain the equation:
2 N
L	 2 +	 (am + bm)	
(A.2)dx`.	 (f(x) )2	 a„	 t	 2
0	 r =1
The Fourier coefficients am and,bm
 represent the amplitudes of
the periodic error components generating the ghost line pairs in the
Fourier spectrum. As an average square of the amplitude a 2
 we define:
w^f
With equation X1.2 we obtain, by neglecting ao (the constant
term does not result in ;host lanes):
?,T
a	 ^; o^x _.	
1	 {h	 2 1
	
•^• .1..	 Y^YI
From this results the following equation, after application of
	 070
the standard deviation of the support points:
„
Y^
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After lappl .cation of oquation A-1, the relation -,hip between the
:pjadratic averaged error implitude and the quadratic averaged support
po int error is determ.Dlelt
T :e p erlodic support point error of aw;p ai ,zl,f "a" t^onerates a
pair of P#hoUt lines in the Fourier 7pectrum w t h Y-ela,'.Ive Line peaks
m	 in the vicinity of a roal rect.r': l :" ne (wave: number
Y w; zoo .Cc-ction ?.1). The dif"foren"'. c;r:=iponi ,nt n ', f the ,statisti c
ourport point error encrate fhost :li.nes an trte .w w;:init y of a spectral
11.ie in all opectra.l elements of the	 According to
e Nation 2.?, for the average quadratic r^:lat y vo wmplitude of the
,s;hoot lineh^ for the presence of a spectral line w^ have.,
C`
x
a
and v,..th equation A. 3 we have (in the worst case) :
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 -	 F,	
Xx	 (A. 4 )
The number of independent spectral elements 1s No (see Section
1.3, equation 1.2, 1.3). The ghost lines appearing in all spectral
elements attributable to the presence of a genuine spectral line
represent noise in the Fourier spectrum. Additional genuine spectral
lines provide additional contributions to spectral noise through the
attendant ghost lines. At a maximum of N o spectral lines of the same
intensity, for the relative ghost line amplitude we have the following
equation, averaged quadratically over the spectral elements:
w
represents the average noise at each spectral element of the
Fourier spectrum, related to an average line intensity. With equation
A.4 the relation to the standard deviation of the support points is
obtained:
,4
{
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Appendix 2
De%scriptlon of the	 lonin;; .11.1octron.1c w1y,ltem
	
The positioning elc ,_^ t ronic -O 'yotom I ,.,)	 In Figure 116.
An input signal whose freqency 	 An	 range (5 1 	130
,.,^' (. 4Hz with regard to the intended cs- 1  -nal frequenny .1 jj- ), off1 	 , ,,, t h c.
tuning of the pulse enerator to 128f,whcr^.^hy 111"ne integration time
is specified as 'r = T/128 (T: period of the in'1 -1crforometer oi^,nal,
see Section 2.2). Below, the profile of the J.nterferometer Dif',nal
will be described by the electronics.
The input voltage is digitalized in increments of u = 2.44 mV
U O /20 1 8. Uo is the maximum input voltage which may not be exceeded
by the signal amplitude in order that the support points can be pro-
perly evaluated. A relative extreme is found if we change the sign
of the difference from the actual measured value (memory 1) and the
measured value taken one time interval ago (memory 2), and the atten-
dant value (in comparator 1) is stored. From the maximum value
(memory 3) and the subsequent minimum value (memory 4), the arithmetic
average is calculated. The comparators 3 and 4 prevent use of a
secondary maximum or minimum. The result serves as a precalculated
zero line for the following zero pas.-ages. The zero passage is recog-
nized upon change in sign of the different from the actual measured
value and this average value (in comparator 2). According to the
named ,hange in sign at the comparators 1 and 2, the release of a
read pulse is triggered.
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Appendix 3
	 /82
	Position of the	 III the Interrvrogram of a Lorentz
line
The, Intorforogram of a Lor ,. ,)nt line has 11ho form (cquation 3.:):
(A.
Because of the very small shift in oxtromal positions of 1(X)
(see Equation 3. 11),, at the known line width	 1.
the following equations approximately apply to the value of n. maxi'marn
and the subsequent minimum:
E	 n	 C- NT
The arithmatio average M
o 
thus is:
M n	 'X P ''T F- AT 	 (a. 6)+	 n	 12:ax	 'Lj
In the feed monitoring system, this arithmetic average value is
used as a zero line; it is different from the ideal value I = 1
(Mo -,,' 1) - Thus,, a shift in position of the -Iero passage recognized by
the feed monitoring system to the ideal position of the zero position
results. This shift Ax is now calculated.
For the position of the zero . points of I(x) we have:
X	 In 4. ^^ AL
n	 1	 2 - 21	
n C- I
The position of the two zero passages used in the feed monitoring
system at x	 and X ,
	+ 
5 N AL result through equating
n = , n	 '9
N 
P
L	
. 
'	
2 2
equation A-5 and A.6. For the zero passage with the greatest deviation
q ,XL	 we have:
+ ; - 7,	 + 3xl q	 n	 I 5 ..
Tr ax ,
-a X L) -Tr E AL - 'n 4-	 Tr E.Ax	 c r, s " -rr ^ r:
NOXP'-71E^T
From this follows with EAx << I
2	 2
and for small deviations
	
	
and small line widths	 LL
theme results :
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^R
Position of the zero points in the intcrftaro ;,ram of two o peotral lines
m1ho Interf€:rometer ,:I frnal. dlsturbod by a k,econ,ia.ry .1.1.no of the
laser can lo t' wr.it.tun In the 1'ol.lowinf-, .'orm (In dox " - ::1.ti Yi Ia ,or line,
i.ridix N = s000ndary line, see i,qurtion 3.6) :
	
x '	 .3r•., . i	 •^	 X	 ^., 22 S i..	 i. L*Tx	 (A-7)
+,	 Y	 M
The zero points of the undisturbf:;d s;ij;nal ST,
♦ d	 n	 i l
I10 at I':	 For the 'zero points X11  of S(x) we now use:2
^n	
n 
1 	 ( A .8)
and substitute into S(x) _ 0 (equation A.7). With the approximation
for s i:i all shiftb	 ^x `	 !	 we have:
Y	 _	 T	 ax +	 ,, 1 • { L it V x 
n 
1 }` ;' L'^ «1X ' C ^ ^ k c^'7 1'^,X ^
a
Thus, for the shift «I,x of the zero points of S(x) compared to
the ideal position we have:
3
1 S:~;ITTX
I\
 
X
. 1	 c)TTv	 -F ' -	 , ^Tr y . • °'	 C TTL' x ^_	 i
	
C,	 1^	 ?Y n	 1
Now, with the approximation for small intensity ratios of the
main and secondary line (Sl/So'`^ 1),we have:	 /84
S.
	
; n+l s 4 n'2-r 'kxra1
	
(A.9)
{TT V.
because
	
Y^	 M
'; '^. 3,	 ^`	 5 n =^ T"Y.X i ` 4.^^	 '.iTXI,,` - Cos 1 2TTV, X
	
i
.,	
r- 
t.' _ X	
f ,r _
	 n
:. n , i1"x
there follows from equation A.9 by use of .a4^
	
1T -- }
(A.10)
27r
I
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4
The maximum shift	
"Xmax occurs when a zero point xn' Of S(x)
coincides with an extremum of the interference S N (x).	 Then from
equation A.7 and A.8 we have:
0 (_- ^n,' i n= S	 VT A S
0 j	 Max
Thus, we obtain an error amplitude	 a ax'max
a
iLt
ares-in S
That is , 	 for Sl/So	1 the amplitude of	 ^ , x is, as in equation A.10:
a AL Sl
2r So
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